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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report describes procedures and results of a 2D structural analysis, aimed at assessing the
structural admissibility of alternative geological interpretations of seismic data for four geo-seismic
sections in the Kewa Prospect (Fig. 1 ).
Geological interpretations, structural modelling and retro-deformation in 2D were carried
out using MOVE 2013 (Midland Valley, http://www.mve.com) under a consulting licence to
TerraGeoLogica.
This study deals with: (1) Analysis of the structural setting of the alternative interpretations
for the geo-seismic cross sections 2013_04, 2013_01, McKee_3D_176, McKee_42 (Plates 14); (2) Analysis of the mechanical stratigraphy and deformation mechanisms suitable for
the retro-deformation; (3) Description of the procedures, parameters, and results of
progressive retro-deformation, with suggestions for revisions where necessary (Plates 5-8,
Digital Enclosure 1); Results of the 2D restorations (Plate 9) and structural implications.
The conclusions of this first stage of the study will be analysed jointly with Todd’s
interpreters and will provide the basis for the following stage of 3D structural
reconstructions.
Major results are:
(1) 2D restoration validates the following deformation sequence (from the youngest to
the oldest): (i) Pliocene westward tilting of 3°-5°; (ii) late Miocene?-Pliocene
reactivation of back-thrusts cutting through the McKee main overthrust and its
hangingwall fold; (iii) mid Miocene movement on the Ohnanga thrust); (iv) mid
Miocene propagation of the ramp segment of the McKee main overthrust, with
associated folding controlling the onlapping of Miocene units onto the structural
high; early development of the back-thrusts in the region of high strain at the flatramp bend; (v) early Miocene propagation of the flat segment of the McKee main
overthrust, eventually associated with incipient detachment folding of the McKeeTikorangi unit.
(2) Both Interpretations 1 and 2 provided for the geo-seismic sections can be restored
and locally balanced. However, some corrections are needed. In most cases these
corrections are minor, but more significant changes are suggested for Interpretation
2 of section 2013_01 and Interpretation 1 of section McKee_42.
(3) The major restoration problem encountered during progressive retro-deformation is
that removal of separation for the Tikorangi horizon does not entirely remove the
separation for the McKee horizon. Given that thrusting is post-deposition of the
Tikorangi unit, both horizons should have the same reverse separation. However,
the lesser amount of separation in the youngest horizons could result from
progressive propagation of the tip of the McKee main overthrust in intermittent
pulses. This evolution is possible, but the final geometry of the Tikorangi unit does
not display the expected geometry of a fault propagation (or trishear) fold.
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(4) The geometry of the McKee main overthrust can be described in terms of a listric
thrust fault, with displacement and folding of the hanging wall by fault-parallel flow.
Propagation of the flat segments is controlled by the intra-Mangahewa detachment.
Mechanisms of fault-bend folding, fault propagation folding, or trishear above a
fault with sharp bends in a staircase trajectory are not supported by the geometry
provided in the interpretations. However, given the poor resolution of seismic data
and the suggested corrections to lower dips for the upper segment of the McKee
main overthrust, it is possible that steep beds of a forelimb anticlinal fold are not
imaged, or that a wide fault zone consisting of multiple fault strands obliterates the
steep beds. Note that lower angles of dip of c. 30° are expected to characterise
newly-propagating thrust faults.
(5) In the set of Interpretations 1 the back-thrusts cut across the folded hangingwall
and the McKee overthrust, whereas in the set of Interpretations 2 they are confined
to the hangingwall and have minor displacement. Both geometries can be restored.
However, Interpretation 1 is not supported by available regional examples,
analogue and numerical models that rather show that back-thrust faults tend to
remain confined to the hangingwall of the main thrust fault, especially in regions of
moderate shortening.
(6) In all restorations, removal of separation along the McKee main thrust does not
entirely remove folding in the Tikorangi and McKee horizons. Undulations in the
Tikorangi and McKee horizons are best explained by: (i) early detachment folding
above the intra-Mangahewa horizon during propagation of the flat segment of the
McKee main overthrust; (ii) lateral thickness variations within the Tickorangi-McKee
unit, with a regional increase in thickness towards the east. The thickening occurs
east of the bend region of the McKee main overthrust. This setting suggests the
possibility of a buried basement E-dipping normal fault that controls flexure of the
coal measures with eastward thickening of sedimentary layers.
(7) The shortening reconstructed from restoration is principally the result of thrusting
and folding generated during propagation of the thrust faults. Shortening is of the
order of 21-23% for the two interpretations of section 2013_04, 27--30% for the
two interpretations of section 2013_01, and decreases to values of c. 21% for
section McKee_3D_176 and c. 16% for section McKee_42. These values cannot be
extrapolated regionally and only apply to the local structures. Local balancing of the
Tikorangi and McKee horizons is acceptable though the McKee horizon does not
restore entirely to horizontal when the Tikorangi horizon is flattened.

Final conclusive remarks concerning the structural evolution and implications for fracture
development and fluid migration/sealing will be made once the suggestions for revision will
be discussed with Todd’s interpreters and the 3D structural analysis is completed.
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1. Introduction

This study has been commissioned by Todd Energy, with the aim of analysing the structural
admissibility of the geological interpretation of seismic data for the Mc Kee overthrust in the Kewa
Prospect.

The analysis described in this Report consists of the progressive 2D retro-deformation of two
alternative interpretations for four geo-seismic cross sections representative of along-strike
variations of the McKee overthrust. The second part of the study will consist in the 3D
reconstruction of the mapped horizon and faults, with interpretation of along-strike variation of
displacement and strain in the hangingwall of the McKee overthrust.
Geological interpretations, structural modelling and retro-deformation in 2D were carried
out using MOVE 2013 by Midland Valley (http://www.mve.com), under consulting licence
to TerraGeoLogica.
The extent of the study area and the traces of the 2D cross sections are shown in Fig. 1.
Goals of this study are to:
(1) Provide an estimate of plausible deformation mechanisms leading to the
development of the present-day overthrust structure.
(2) Reconstruct the history of progressive structural development of the main
thrust fault and associated conjugate faults (backthrusts).
(3) Constrain the most feasible geometry of folded and faulted key horizons
(Tikorangi, McKee and Mangahewa) in the hangingwall of the McKee
overthrust.
(4) Analyse the intersection geometry and offset relationships between the
leading, W-verging thrust and the conjugate, E-verging back-thrust.
(5) Estimate the separation along the major faults, and the shortening
resulting from the compressional episodes.
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A complete balancing of the restored horizons is made impossible by the lack of an
undeformed “pin” at the eastern end of the sections; however the length of the restored
horizons in their undeformed state provide minimum values of the amount of shortening for
the alternative interpretations.

Figure 1. Location, extent and orientation of the geo-seismic sections analysed in this study. From
South to North the sections are: 2013_04, 2013_01, McKee_3D_176, McKee_42. The sections are
superposed on the Taranaki 1:250.000 Geological Map (Townsend et al., 2008).

This Report and the accompanying Plates and Digital Enclosuret (in *mve file format, readable with
the free access software MOVE viewer, downloadable from Midland Valley, http://www.mve.com)
describe the methods of the study, the principal results and the interpretations based on available
data.

The statements and opinions provided in this report are given in good faith, and in the belief that
all efforts were made to correctly interpret the data supplied by Todd Energy.
The writer believes that the conclusions reached in this study give a sound interpretation of the
data provided, though some limitations for the 2D analysis reside in the low resolution of available
seismic data and the limited regional extent of the investigated structure.
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Acquisition of new data may result in the refinement and/or modification of the interpretations
reached so far.

2. Generalities on 2D Restoration and Retro-Deformation
Geometric restoration of the cross sections in 2D has been performed using the algorithms and
tools of MOVE 2013 (Midland Valley, http://www.mve.com), which incorporates all the significant
deformation models derived from field examples and experimental analogues in fold-and-thrust
belts (see Groshong, 2006).

Aim of structural restoration is to validate the geometry and sequential development through
time of the structures interpreted from the seismic lines and available wells, leading to the
reconstruction of progressive deformation of folded horizons and accumulation of displacement
on the faults.

Structural validation by restoration and balanced length of retro-deformed markers ensure that
the interpretations are geometrically and kinematically permissible, but this does not necessarily
mean that they are true. Alternative restorable solutions may also exist, especially when
resolution of seismic data is unable to fully constrain bed geometry (e.g. over-steepened and
overturned beds in forelimbs of folds; sub-thrust geometries). In contrast, it is unlikely that a
section that cannot be geometrically and kinematically restored is correct, and alternative
interpretations should be considered.

Complete retro-deformation is only achieved when the movements imposed by deformation
entirely occur within the plane of the cross section. This means that the cross sections must be
oriented parallel to the transport direction and components of strike-slip faulting are absent or
minimal. Transport direction cannot be assessed from seismic data and requires the definition of
slip-vector on the fault planes. For the study area it can be assumed that movement on the major
thrust fault is pure (or near pure) dip-slip, implying that the transport direction is at 90° from the
orientation of the main thrust fault.
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In order to perform a complete balancing of bed length, cross sections should be drawn with their
extremities in regions where the “regional datum” is not deformed (i.e. ideally from foreland to
foreland in a fold-and-thrust belt). The cross sections analysed for this study do not meet this
requirement; thus though their restoration is possible, their balancing only provides a minimum and
local estimate of shortening that may not be necessarily representative of shortening at the regional
scale.

Retro-deformation is performed backwards, progressively restoring units to their original
configuration (‘regional datum”), by reversing the displacements that formed the structures, testing
a variety of deformation mechanisms and parameters. Complete restoration of individual horizons
is achieved when folding, tectonic tilting and offsets are removed and beds are restored back to
their depositional geometry. When syn-tectonic deposition of sedimentary units occurs during
development of the structures, the youngest units (restored first during progressive retrodeformation) lie above units that still maintain components of deformation acquired before their
deposition. In this case, sequential restoration provides a rigorous test of the validity of the
interpretation, because intermediate stages should maintain geologically meaningful geometric
configurations (minimizing gaps and overlaps across structures).
For the purpose of this study back-stripping and decompaction have not been performed
during restoration. This implies that the reconstructed thicknesses of the retro-deformed
sedimentary units may not be fully representative, and the retro-deformed beds are not
translated back to their depositional depth after restoration.
Retro-deformation can be performed on faults and folds considering a variety of
possible movements, comprising rigid rotation, translation, layer-parallel slip, simple
shear (vertical or inclined), pure shear, and/or their combination. Retro-deformation
algorithms of MOVE 2013 (Midland Valley) incorporate all these mechanisms, and input
conditions can be varied in order to test a number of alternative input parameters.
Retro-deformation of ductile structures (and or structures where there is a volumetric
loss, such as cleavage and pressure solution) is not accounted for, but could be relevant
especially within carbonate-rich units.
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In consideration of the tectonic setting of the study area and taking into account the
geometry of the McKee overthrust and its hangingwall, suitable deformation
mechanisms that need to be considered during restoration involve the syn-tectonic
folding of beds during propagation of the main thrust fault and accumulation of
displacement. Folding likely occurred by mechanisms of layer-parallel flexural slip (Fig.
2), in agreement with the lithology of the stratigraphic column (see also Fig. 10), and
the geometry of parallel folds present in the fault hangingwall. The retro-deformation
algorithm for flexural slip uses a slip system parallel to the bed chosen as the “template
bed” to control the unfolding of the other beds. Unfolding occurs about a pin line
(constructed along the trace of the fold axial surface in 2D). Parallel shear increases
away from the pin and removes the effects of folding. Flexural slip maintains the line
length of the template bed and other beds parallel to it and maintains relative thickness
variations between beds.

Figure 2. Mechanisms for flexural slip unfolding within a sequence with original thickness
variation of beds. Note that the slip system for restoration is constructed parallel to the
template bed. Unfolding occurs around the pin. (Reproduced from MOVE Manual and Tutorials,
2013).

Under the assumption of flexural slip folding, there are different deformation models
that aim at reproducing fold geometry as a function of fault shape (planar versus flatramp trajectory) (Fig. 3).
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Figure 3. Fault-related fold models involving mechanisms of flexural slip. The shaded area are
those where deformation causes changes in bed thickness. a. Fault Bend Fold Model (Suppe,
1983); b. Fault Propagation Fold Model (Suppe, 1985); c. Fault Propagation Fo ld model at the
tip of a long ramp (Chester & Chester, 1990); d. Simple Shear Fault Bend Fold Model (Suppe et
al, 2004); e. Pure-shear Fault Bend Fold Model (Suppe et al., 2004); f. Detachment Fold Model
(Jamison, 1987). Reproduced from Groshong, 2006.

All these mechanisms can be applied using MOVE 2013 (Midland Valley), but the key
issue is the correct identification of the mechanisms that are most appropriate to
reproduce the existing fold shapes as reconstructed from subsurface data.
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Note that both Fold Propagation Folding and Fault Bend Folding require the
development of a steeply dipping anticlinal forelimb, with eventual development of
overturned beds. The Fault Bend Fold algorithm (Suppe, 1983) is also commonly
associated to a flat-ramp-flat trajectory of the thrust fault.

Additional deformation mechanisms include Fault parallel Flow and Trishear

Fault Parallel Flow (Egan et al., 1997) considers laminar flow over a fault ramp and it is
suitable for fault planes characterised by discrete dip domains. The change in fault dip
is marked by a dip bisector (Fig. 4). Flow lines are constructed by the restoration
algorithm to connect points on different dip bisectors of equal distance from the fault
plane. “Particles” in the hangingwall are translated along the constructed flow lines
which are parallel to the fault plane, by a distance that is defined by the displacement
on the fault. This algorithm is particularly suited for modelling hangingwall movement
on curved thrust faults where deformation occurs primarily by flexural slip.

This

algorithm maintains the area of the hangingwall and can be combined with angular
shear. The footwall remains undeformed and is not translated

Figure 4. Cross-section illustrating the relationships between fault geometry, fault dip bisectors and
hangingwall flow lines in the Fault Parallel Flow Algorithm. (Reproduced from MOVE Manual and
Tutorials, 2013).
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Trishear
Trishear describes localized folding within a triangular zone ahead of the fault tip (Erslev
1991; Allmendinger & Shaw 2000), and the key parameters (Fig. 5) are: (1) the fault dip
angle; (2) the location of the fault tip line; (3) the cumulative fault slip; (4) the trishear apical
angle, (5) the propagation to slip ratio (p/s), quantifying the incremental distance of fault tip
propagation across the folded sequence during individual episodes of fault reactivation; (6)
the centre concentration factor, measuring whether folding is homogeneously distributed
within the triangular trishear zone or rather occurring within a narrower domain.
Development of an unbreached fold above the fault tip and the geometry of the underlying
displaced horizons largely depend on the length of time beds are allowed to deform ahead
of the propagating fault before being offset by slip on the fault, as measured by p/s.

Figure 5. Modes of reverse fault nucleation and propagation with development of fault propagation folds in a
trishear zone. The amount of slip, fault dip and trishear angle are the same for the three examples, but
nucleation style and propagation/slip ratio (p/s) vary. (Reproduced from Allmendinger & Shaw, 2000).
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Notably, the trishear mechanisms produces circular-shaped folds (rather than the kink
shaped folds in the fault bend models), and is associated with development of footwall
synclines with thickened beds.

Finally, it is important to note that whereas many models imply sharp angular variations
in the geometry of the thrust faults (with associated kink-shaped fold geometries),
other models (Fig. 6) are based on a listric, circular arc geometry of the faults (Seeber &
Sorlien, 2000). In the latter case, rigid-block rotation can be assumed for the main part
of the hangingwall (shaded in Fig. 6), but it is mechanically unlikely because the trailing
edge of the rotated block (unshaded in Fig. 6) moves from a planar lower detachment
onto the curved ramp, requiring some internal deformation by distributed cataclasis,
fracturing or pressure solution. More realistic models involve internal deformation with
folding in both the hangingwall and footwall, as shown in Fig. 7, where sequential
restoration is applied to a real case history (Wills Valley Anticline in the Appalachian
thrust belt, Groshong, 2006).

Figure 6. Kinematic model of a rotated block above a listric thrust fault that is a segment of a circular
arc wit radius R from a centre C. The hangingwall is displaced of a distance D along the lower
detachment (H is the depth of detachment). (Reproduced from Groshong, 2006). The geometrical
parameters identified in the figure allow the prediction of the location of the lower detachment and
the displacement from the fault dip and the width of the structure.
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Figure 7. Development of internal deformation in the hangingwall of the Wills Valley thrust fault.
(Reproduced from Groshong, 2006).
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3. Regional Structural Setting
3a. Overview
It is beyond the scope of this Report to provide a full account of the regional structural
setting of the McKee thrust in the Taranaki region (see King & Thrasher, 1996), but a
number of key factors must be taken into account for a correct structural reconstruction
and retro-deformation.
Of particular relevance are the following points:

(1) The sedimentary history, structural evolution and petroleum systems of the Taranaki
Basin are all interconnected, and controlled by the sequence of superposed tectonic events
related to evolution of the Australia-Pacific plate boundary (King, 2000) with: (1) Late
Cretaceous-Paleogene rifting associated with opening of the Tasman Sea and New
Caledonia Basin; (2) Oligocene-early Miocene post-rift, passive margin subsidence, with
deposition of turbidites and carbonates in the area presently onshore; (3) Miocene
shortening consequent on the onset of the Australia-Pacific active margin, with partitioning
of thrusting and transpressional movements on sets of inherited faults, reactivated in the
compressional regime and propagation of new thrust faults; (4) Plio-Pleistocene and
present extension in the back arc region of the Hikurangi subduction margin.

(2) The Taranaki Fault is the master fault at the eastern boundary of the Taranaki Basin. The
fault plane strikes NNW-SSE to N-S, and dips east at 25-45⁰ (Nicol et al., 2004). At present
the fault overthrusts basement rocks onto the Cretaceous-Tertiary sequence of the
Taranaki Basin, with an estimated displacement < 6 km. Some authors argue that the
position of the Taranaki Fault is controlled by an inherited early Cretaceous-Paleogene
normal fault (e.g. Hill et al., 1994), but the existence of sub-thrust, decapitated normal
faults is controversial (Nicol et al., 2004).

(3) Shortening at the eastern boundary of the Taranaki Basin is distributed through a system
of sub-parallel fault splays in the footwall of the Taranaki Fault. These subsurface faults
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occupy a narrow N-S oriented belt (Tarata thrust zone). The faults of the Tarata thrust zone
are thin-skinned structures with average vertical offset of 700-2000 m (King & Thrasher,
1996), detached within the Late Eocene coal measures. Between the Tarata and Taranaki
faults, sets of en échelon thin-skinned thrust faults with overall N-S trend dip both east and
west, and are associated with intervening anticlines. These are the structures that host the
gas and condensate fields of McKee, Tariki, Ahuroa and Waihapa.

(4) The McKee overthrust is one of the outermost west-verging thin-skinned structures,
detached within the Mangahewa coal measures (Fig. 8). The subsurface structure is defined
by seismic data and many wells, but details on the structural geometry are poorly
constrained because of lack of resolution in the forelimb of the anticline, no penetration of
the basal overthrust and footwall units, and apparent rapid changes of the structure along
strike.
A simple interpretation of the structure is provided in Fig. 8.

Figure 8. Schematic cross section across the McKee 1-Mangahewa 2 wells. (Reproduced from
Boeren, 2004).
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However, recent re-interpretations (McAlpine, 2013) suggest a more complex dissection of
the leading thrust operated by back-thrusting and late normal faults (Fig. 9).
Structure maps (McAlpine, 2013) show that the normal faults dissecting the N-S to NE-SW
thrust faults display an array of orientations from E-W to ENE-WSW. Some of these trends
could also be associated with strike-slip mechanisms.
Additional late deformation was imposed by regional late Pliocene uplift, associated with
westward tilting.

Figure 9. Interpretation of the Mc Kee structure, highlighting the dissection of the leading thrust
fault. (Reproduced from McAlpine, 2013).

3b. Mechanical Stratigraphy

Figure 10 shows the summary stratigraphic column for the McKee region (redrawn from
King & Thrasher, 1996), with indication of the major competence contrasts inferred from
lithology and structural style.
The horizons mapped in the geo-seismic sections chosen for this study are shown in colour;
no interpretation is available for horizons deeper than the base of the Mangahewa
Formation.
Features relevant for the structural interpretations are:
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(1) The Eocene Mangahewa and McKee units in the Kapuni Group were deposited in
shallow marine to estuarine settings. The Mangahewa Formation consists of mixed
lithologies of sandstones, mudstones and coals, whereas the McKee Formation
(principal reservoir in the McKee field, with porosity 12-23%, see International
Petroleum Engineering Consultants Ltd, 1986) is dominated by inner shelf to coastal
sandstones. Diagenetic modification of the sandstones by pressure solution of
quartz, development of clay and grain fracturing by cataclasis, as well as carbonate
cementation have been reported for this unit (Huggett, 1986; van der Lingen et al.,
1988; Higgs, 2009). There is an inferred competence contrast boundary between
these two units. The Mangahewa Formation provides the principal detachment
horizon for the McKee thrust fault, and complex internal deformation can be
expected.
(2) The overlying Oligocene to early Miocene sequence of the Ngatoro Group was
deposited during a period of accelerated subsidence and maximum marine
ingression, with deposition of limestones and calcareous mudstones (Tikorangi and
Taimana Formations) within a N-S trending elongated trough, west of the Taranaki
Fault.

Figure 10. a. Summary stratigraphy of the
units deformed in the McKee structure in the
eastern Taranaki Peninsula. (Redrawn from
King & Thrasher, 1996). In colour are the
horizons identified in the interpreted seismic
lines. Data do not allow any interpretation
below the base of the Mangahewa Formation.
The squares indicate source (black), reservoir
(white) and seal (blue) units in the
hydrocarbon system. b. Major competence
contrasts that affect the structural style. The
McKee overthrust is likely to be detached along
an intra-Mangahewa horizon, marked by the
dashed blue line.
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The Tikorangi Formation has a lithology dominated by limestones, calcareous
sandstones, siltstones and mudstones, deposited in upper shelf to upper-slope
environments. Turbiditic sandsone units (Tariki member) were also likely to be
deposited at outer shelf to upper slope paleodepths. This whole interval (potential
seal) is characterised by mechanical competence relative to the overlying units, and
likely to be fractured during deformation. Pressure solution can also be expected in
the carbonate-rich lithologies, both during diagenesis and deformation.
(3) The basal units of the Miocene sedimentary sequence are mudstone-dominated
(Manganui Formation), with a significant decrease in mechanical competence
relative to the underlying Tikorangi-Taimana sequence. Higher in the Miocene
sequence sandstone-rich units were deposited in deep submarine environments
(Moki and Mt. Messenger Formations submarine fans).
(4) The Pliocene sequence is characterised by thick near-shore to shelfal sand-rich,
conglomeratic and mudstone/siltstone units deposited during regional subsidence,
with basin overfilling from adjacent sediment sources (Matemateaonga Formation).
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4 Structural Geometry of the Geo-Seismic Cross Sections and Chronological Constraints

The regional location of the geo-seismic cross sections is shown in Fig.1, with, from south to
north, sections 2013_04; 2013_01; McKee_3D_176; McKee_42.
The depth-converted SEG-Y data, and two alternative interpretations proposed for each
section are shown in Plates 1-4. All sections are shown with no vertical exaggeration. The
colour of the horizons mapped in the sections (from top: Pliocene and Miocene markers
within the Mt. Messenger and Manganui Formations sequence, top Tikorangi Formation,
top McKee Formation, intra-Mangahewa detachment, base Mangahewa Formation) are the
same as in Fig. 10. The units identified by colours in the sections are: (1) purple: earliest
Miocene to Late Eocene Tikorangi-McKee competent unit; (2) light green: late Eocene
McKee to intra-Magahewa incompetent unit detached above the intra-Mangahewa horizon,
(c) blue: late to mid Eocene intra-Mangahewa to base Mangahewa incompetent unit.
The depth converted SEG-Y and the two alternative interpretations have been supplied by
Todd interpreters, in order to test whether retro-deformation and balancing can help in
resolving the interpretation uncertainties in zones of structural complexity not clearly
imaged by the available seismic data and not penetrated by wells.
The main structural features of each cross section, in terms of structural geometry,
chronological constraints of deformation, and differences between the proposed alternative
interpretations are summarised below, from the southernmost to the northernmost section.

4a. Geo-seismic section 2013_04
This section is 7.363 km long, and oriented WNW-ESE (113°). The original, depth-converted
SEG-Y is shown in Plate 1a.
The intra-Mangahewa detachment is well defined at depths of -3600/3700 m in the footwall
of the McKee main overthrust.
The McKee main overthrust displays a nearly flat trajectory sub-parallel to the intraMangahewa detachment horizon from depth of -3955m at the end of the section (km 7.3)
to -3680 at km 4.1 (note however a marked anticlinal inflection at km 5). West of km 4.1
the fault cuts the footwall panel up-section with dip angles increasing from 34° to 55°SE
from depths of c. -3600 m to -1958 m. The fault tip is located beneath the unconformable,
W-dipping marker M10.
The footwall panel of the thrust fault does not display any significant deformation.
The units in the hangingwall panel maintain a geometry sub-parallel to the thrust fault, and
display anticlinal curvature immediately adjacent to the fault, with a flat hinge zone,
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truncated by the thrust fault. In the provided interpretations the anticlinal core is preserved
in the purple unit (Tikorangi-McKee, with a moderate dip of 15° W of the anticlinal
forelimb), but not in the green unit (McKee-intra-Mangahewa).
The back-limb synclinal fold that accompanies the transition from ramp to flat in the main
thrust between km 3.5 and 4.5 displays cylindrical curvature, but its geometry differs
between Interpretations 1 and 2, as a consequence of the different role of the back-thrust
faults in the two alternative interpretations (Plates 1b and 1c). In Interpretation 1 (Plate 1b)
back-thrust faults BT1, BT2 and BT3 dip 20° to 25° W, and propagate across the Tikorangi
and McKee horizons as well as through the main McKee thrust fault. Displacement of BT3 is
very small. These faults thus dissect the limb that connects the anticline and syncline in the
fault hangingwall.
In Interpretation 2 (Plate 1c) three back-thrusts are still mapped, but with no significant
displacement. Consequently, the folded hangingwall preserves a well-marked cylindrical
curvature.
Accumulation of displacement along the McKee thrust fault is marked by the characteristic
growth-fold shape of the Miocene markers M3, M6, M8 in the hangingwall, with lateral
variation in thickness (see especially sequence between M1 and M3) constrained by the
elevation of the hangingwall fold. Notably, there is no clear folding in the footwall. End of
propagation of the McKee main overthrust is constrained by marker M10, which truncates
unconformably the folded sequence.
Marker M10 and all the above horizons are tilted W 3.6°.

4b. Geo-seismic section 2013_01
This section is 6.379 km long, and oriented WNW-ESE (117°). The original, depth-converted
SEG-Y is shown in Plate 2a.
The intra-Mangahewa detachment is well defined at depths of -3550/3650 m in the footwall
of the McKee main overthrust.
The McKee main overthrust displays a nearly flat trajectory sub-parallel to the intraMangahewa detachment horizon from a depth of -3990 m at the end of the section (km 6.3)
to a depth of c.-3880 at km 5.3. West of km 5.3 the fault cuts up-section the footwall panel
with a circular trajectory. Dip angles increase from 15° to 30°SE from depths of c. -3800 3500 m, to 50°-60° from c. -3500 -1100 m. The fault tip is located beneath the
unconformable, W-dipping marker M4.
The footwall panel of the thrust fault does not display any significant deformation.
The units in the hangingwall panel maintain a geometry sub-parallel to the thrust fault, and
display a subtle anticlinal curvature immediately adjacent to the fault. In Interpretation 1
(Plate 2b), both the Tikorangi and McKee horizons maintain E dips of 13°- 30°. A more
pronounced anticlinal curvature in the McKee horizon is shown in Interpretation 2 (Plate 2c)
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at c. 2km, where the McKee horizon deflects from dips of c. 42° E to c. 15° E (position
marked by the back-thrust BT3, which has no significant displacement in Interpretation 2).
Note however that the hangingwall curvature in the McKee and Tikorangi horizons is not
mimicked by any dip change along the thrust fault.
Given the smooth curvature of the thrust fault trajectory, also the back-limb synclinal fold
displays an open geometry with gentle curvature. The geometry of the hangingwall panel
differs between Interpretations 1 and 2, as a consequence of the different role assigned to
the back-thrust faults in the two alternative interpretations (Plates 2b and 2c). In
Interpretation 1 (Plate 2b) back-thrust faults BT1, BT2, BT3 and BT4 dipping 18° to 20° W
possess varying amounts of displacement, generally diminishing to the SW. BT1 has very
limited displacement across the Tikorangi horizon. BT2 has decreasing amount of
displacement from c. 158 m across the Tikorangi horizon to c. 67 m across the McKee
horizon and nearly null across the main McKee overthrust. BT3 truncates the Tikorangi and
McKee horizons as well as the main McKee overthrust. BT4 truncates the Tikorangi horizon,
but dies out within the Tikorangi-McKee unit. These faults dissect the limb that connects
the anticline and syncline in the fault hangingwall.
In Interpretation 2 (Plate 1c) three back-thrusts are still mapped, but with the exception of
BT4 (that cuts across the Tikorangi horizon and dies out within the Tikorangi-McKee unit),
their displacement is almost zero. Consequently, the folded hangingwall preserves a more
intact cylindrical curvature.
In contrast with section 2013_04, the seismic resolution within the Miocene-Pliocene units
is rather poor, and the characteristic growth-fold shape of the Miocene markers can only be
supposed. Location of the tip of the McKee main overthrust is constrained by marker M4
(note that the identification number of markers beds changes for each section as a function
of what can be identified in each section), which truncates unconformably the folded
sequence.
Marker M4 and horizons above are tilted W 4.3°.

4c. Geo-seismic section McKee_3D_176
This section is 7.571 km long, and oriented WNW-ESE (125°). The original, depth-converted
SEG-Y is shown in Plate 3a. Unfortunately, the seismic resolution is rather poor.
The Mangahewa unit is relatively well defined, and the original data may suggest the
presence of a structure causing eastward draping ata depth of c. – 3500 m at c. 1.7 km, but
this is not highlighted in any of the two alternative interpretations.
The McKee main overthrust is well defined at depths of c. -3000/4000 m. In Interpretation 1
(Plate 3b) it displays a circular trajectory with dip angles of c. 10° from the eastern end of
section to km 4.1, where – at a depth of c. -4100 m the fault truncates up-section the
footwall panel and dips 25°-45°E. In Interpretation 2 (Plate 3c) the fault trajectory is slightly
different, with progressive increase from dips of c 8° from depths of c. -3800 3500 m, an
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increase in dip from 20° to 40° E from depths of c. -3500 -2200 m and finally a decrease to
dips of c. 30° E from a depth of c. -2200 to the upper fault tip at a depthof c. -1770 m. The
fault tip is located beneath the unconformable, W-dipping marker M3.
The footwall panel of the thrust fault does not display any significant deformation.
The units in the hangingwall panel maintain a geometry sub-parallel to the thrust fault, with
anticlinal curvature immediately adjacent to the fault and hinge closure in a circular shaped
anticline preserved in the Tikorangi horizon in Interpretation 2 (Plate 3b). A similar
geometry can also be reconstructed for Interpretation 1, but the back-thrusts dissect the
region of fold closure. In Interpretation 1 (Plate 3b) the Tikorangi horizons deflects from
dips of c. 33° E in the east flank of the anticline, to sub-horizontal dips in the hinge zone and
rotates to dips c. 15° W against the McKee main overthrust . The fold in the McKee horizon
does not show the limb rotation towards W and is truncated by the main thrust fault in the
flattened hinge zone.

In both interpretations the back-limb synclinal fold displays an open geometry with gentle
curvature (Plates 3b and 3c).
Three back-thrust faults dipping 20°-30°W are shown in Interpretation 1. BT1 is the most
important, and offsets the Tikorangi and McKee horizons as well as the McKee main
overthrust. Note however that the mapped offset changes across the horizons and the
fault. BT2 offsets only the McKee horizon, and BT3 does not show any relevant separation.
In Interpretation 1 only one back-thrust (BT1) is shown, but no apparent separation is
marked.

The seismic resolution within the Miocene-Pliocene units is rather poor and the
characteristic growth-fold shape of the Miocene markers can only be supposed. End of
propagation of the McKee main overthrust is constrained by marker M3 (note that the
identification number of markers beds changes for each section as a function of the number
of horizons that can be identified), which truncates unconformably the folded sequence.
Marker M3 and horizons above are tilted W 3.7°.

4c. Geo-seismic section McKee_42
This section is 9.818 km long, and with a slight dog-legged orientation that changes from
135° to 118° at km 2.5. The section extends for a longer distance in the footwall of the
McKee main thrust and crosses the Ohnanga thrust. The original, depth-converted SEG-Y is
shown in Plate 4a.
The Mangahewa unit and the intra-Mangahewa detachment horizon define a domal
culmination at a depth of c. -3670 m at km 5.
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The McKee main overthrust has a flat trajectory from a depth of c. -4000 m at the eastern
end of the section to a depth of c. -3608 at km 7, where it intersects the Ohnanga thrust and
propagates up-section ramping across the footwall panel with dips of 30° - 42° E. A marked
change in dip angle occurs close to the intersection with the back-thrust BT1. The fault tip
of the McKee main overthrust is at a depth of c. -1900, beneath the unconformable marker
M3 (Plate 4b, 4c). The Ohnanga thrust fault maintains a flat trajectory at a depth of c. -3500
m and ramps up-section with dip angles of 26° E up to depth of c. -3000 m and 13° at a
depth of c. -2742 where the fault tip is located beneath the unconformable marker M1.
The Tikorangi horizon in the footwall panel of the Ohnanga thrust dips 5° E with an apparent
thickening of the Tikorangi-McKee unit from 255 m at the western end of the section to 331
m at the cutoff intersection with the Ohnanga thrust fault. The footwall panel of the McKee
main overthrust is deformed by the fold associated with the Ohnanga thrust, but there is no
apparent deformation in the fault trajectory.
The units in the hangingwall panel maintain a geometry sub-parallel to the thrust faults,
with anticlinal curvature immediately adjacent to the fault and hinge closure in a circular
shaped anticline preserved in both the Tikorangi and McKee horizons in Interpretation 2
(Plate 4b). A similar geometry can also be reconstructed for Interpretation 1, though the
offset of the back-thrusts BT1 dissects the region of fold closure. In both interpretations the
Tikorangi horizon changes from dips of c. 20-17° E in the east flank of the anticline to c. 17°
W against the McKee main overthrust, designing an open, symmetrical fold. The McKee
horizon in the eastern limb of the anticline dips c. 30° E
In both interpretations the back-limb synclinal fold has an open geometry with gentle
curvature (Plates 4b and 4c).
One back-thrust (BT1) dipping 25° W is shown in Interpretation 1, where it offsets the
Tikorangi and McKee horizons and the McKee main overthrust. BT1 cuts across the
Ohnanga thrust folded panel, but no significant displacement is associated to it. In
Interpretation 2 there is no significant displacement along BT1 which dies within the McKeeintra-Mangahewa unit in the hangingwall of the McKee main overthrust.

Seismic resolution within the Miocene-Pliocene units is rather poor in the hangingwall of the
McKee main overthrust, but markers are clearer in the hangingwall of the Ohnanga thrust,
where they show a growth folding geometry, with bed thickening in the footwall of the main
thrust between markers M1 and M3. This overall geometry together with the folding of
marker M2 above the Ohnanga anticline suggests that up-section propagation of the McKee
main overthrust occurred during deposition of the sequence M1-M3, with propagation of
the Ohnanga thrust post deposition of M2. The age of the Ohnanga thrust is therefore
slightly younger than that of the McKee main overthrust, but propagation of the two faults
partly overlapped.
Marker M3 and horizons above are tilted W 5°.
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5. Procedures for 2D Retro-Deformation
5a. Summary of structural features
The main structural features deduced from the analysis of the geo-seismic sections are:

(1) Deformation of the McKee main overthrust is thin-skinned, with intra-formational
detachment of the thrust fault along the intra-Mangahewa horizon. In this scenario
there should be no relevant deformation of units beneath the Mangahewa horizon
caused by shortening induced by the McKee overthrust. However, previous (syn- to
late-rift) structures are possible.
(2) The propagation trajectory of the McKee main overthrust can be described in terms
of flat-ramp geometry, with a general gentle angle of curvature that is best modelled
by a cylindrical listric fault. Some irregularity is detected in section 2013_04 where
the flat portion shows a slight doming. The angle of dip of the fault increases upsection to a maximum of 40°-50° E and up to 60° E in section 2013_01. Note that
this dip values are higher than the 30° dip expected for newly-propagating, optimally
oriented thrust faults.
(3) The Ohnanga thrust fault in section McKee_42 follows a flat-ramp-flat propagation
trajectory, with dip of the ramp of c. 30° E.
(4) The footwall panel of the McKee main overthrust and of the Ohnanga thrust (in
section MK_42) is undeformed and the units between the Tikorangi horizon and the
base of Mangahewa Formation maintain sub-horizontal dips. Only in section MK_42
there is a gentle W dip of the footwall panel. Available seismic data do not
corroborate the presence of a footwall syncline.
(5) The geometry of the Tikorangi and McKee horizons in the hangingwall panel of the
McKee main overthrust appears to be controlled by the thrust fault, with a long flat
back-limb above the sub-horizontal detachment, an open, circular syncline at the at
the flat- ramp deflection hinge and an anticlinal fold at the tip of the thrust. The
anticline (best displayed in the set of Interpretations 2) displays circular curvature of
the folded horizons, is open and symmetrical, with a flat hinge zone and a short Wdipping forelimb that is well developed in sections 2013_04, McKee 3D_176 and
McKee_42. The fold is more complete in the hangingwall of the Ohnanga-thrust,
because the fault has a flat-ramp-flat geometry.
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(6) The available seismic data do not appear to corroborate the presence of steep or
overturned beds in the forelimb of the hangingwall anticline. Steep beds cannot be
imaged in seismic data, but the position of the upper segment of the McKee main
overthrust in relation to the sub-horizontal reflectors in its immediate footwall does
not leave space for inferring a steep forelimb of the hangingwall anticline. However,
in sections 2013_01, McKee_3D_176 and McKee _42 there is the possibility of
changing the dip of the upper portion of the thrust fault to lower angle dips of c. 30°
E (i.e. changing the upper portion to a flat trajectory), creating the space for tracing
steeper dipping beds in the anticlinal forelimb (as e.g. is the case for the hangingwall
fold of the Ohnanga thrust fault).
(7) In the set of interpretations 1 the back-thrust faults have low angle of westward dip
(c. 20° to 25°). The faults with the largest displacement truncate and offset the
McKee main overthrust and propagate in its footwall. Note that the truncation of
the main thrust faults by the back-thrusts implies the de-activation of the main
thrust fault. The back-thrust faults appear to nucleate in the back-limb region of the
anticlinal fold. The absence of back-thrust faults (or the presence of back-thrusts
with almost zero displacement) is the main difference between Interpretations 1 and
2.
(8) Miocene units display a characteristic geometry of syn-tectonic deposition during
growth and propagation of the McKee overthrust anticline, with best examples in
section 2013_04 (where there is a clear thinning of the sequence between beds that
onlap the crest of the anticline) and in section McKee_42 (where depositional
growth with westward thinning of the units is evident in the footwall of the McKee
main overthrust). There is no evidence of shortening within these units.
(9) End of thrusting and shortening is marked by the discordant unconformity of flat
markers (Pliocene?) dipping c. 4°-5° W above the folded units. The back-thrust faults
do not propagate across the unconformable markers. Tilting is recorded at the scale
of the Taranaki basin, and is interpreted as tectonic, related to Pliocene uplift.

5b. Inferences on deformation mechanisms
The features and structural characteristics listed above suggest that the following
deformation mechanisms were operative during propagation of the McKee main overthrust
and associated structures:
(1) Folding by flexural-slip mechanisms.
(2) Propagation of the McKee main overthrust from intra-formational detachment at
depths of -3500/-3400 m to circular listric fault ramping up-section in the more
competent Tikorangi-McKee unit.
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(3) Folding of the overthrust hangingwall controlled by movement over the flat-ramp
shaped fault, by mechanisms of fault-parallel flow. Mechanisms of simple shear
above the flat-ramp fault bend can also be possible. Trishear mechanisms are not
favoured, because of the absence of any footwall syncline. Mechanisms of faultpropagation folding are not favoured because of the absence of steep forelimbs in
the hangingwall anticline. If the fault is modelled by a flat-ramp-flat geometry (as
e.g. in the case of the Ohnanga thrust fault) fault bend fold mechanisms are likely,
but the interpretation of the thrust fault does not support sharp angular bends.
5c. Chronology of retro-deformation
The deformation history that can be reconstructed from the geo-seismic cross sections, as
listed in the previous paragraphs, implies the following steps of progressive retrodeformation (from the youngest to the oldest episode).
Restoration Stage R1:
Retro-tilting of Pliocene marker to horizontal. Note that this implies that the present
apparent horizontal geometry of the fault footwall was rotated from an original E-dip.
Restoration Stage R1b
Removal of offset of the back-thrust faults
Restoration Stage 2
Removal of offset of the Ohnanga thrust fault in section McKee_42 and removal of offset of
the McKee main overthrust, with retro-deformation of the hangingwall panels.
Restoration Stage 3
Removal of any eventual remaining fold by flexural slip, with flattening of the Tikorangi
horizon to a horizontal datum.
Note that for this analysis the units are not back-stripped after each retro-restoration stage
and beds are not restored back to their paleo-depositional depth.

6. 2D Retro-Deformation and Balancing
Progressive retro-deformation of the set of Interpretations 1 and 2 for the cross sections
2013_04, 2013_01; McKee_3D_176 and McKee_42 are shown in Plates 5- 8 and are also
provided in the Digital Enclosure 1 (in *mve file format), that can be viewed with the freely
distributed software “MOVE Viewer”, downloadable from Midland Valley (http://www.mve.com).

Details on the retro-deformation procedure for each sections are provided in the following. For all
sections progressive retro-deformation starts from the youngest structure and proceeds backwards
to reconstruct the geometry of beds prior to deformation. As already discussed, units are not back-
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stripped and beds have not been restored back to their depositional depth. Once the offset of a
given fault is restored, the fault is drawn with a dashed line, to show the position of its propagation
trajectory.
In some cases, preliminary trials of restorations have revealed minor inconsistencies which can be
removed by some changes to the position of beds or to fault trajectories. In these cases the old
position of beds and faults is maintained in the figures, and is indicated by thin dotted lines, that
show the restoration problems that are encountered if corrections are not made.

6a. Geo-seismic section 2013_04 (Plate 5)
Interpretation 1
Some minor corrections have been made to the position of the McKee main overthrust and
the McKee horizon beneath the back-thrust BT1 and to the trajectory of the McKee horizon
in the immediate footwall of the McKee main overthrust.

Restoration Stage R1
Remove westward tilting of the Pliocene sequence by rigid back-rotation of 3.6⁰ of the
whole section, restoring the markers above the unconformity to sub-horizontal. Note that
this restoration imposes an east dip to the panel in the footwall of the McKee main
overthrust.
Restoration Stage R1b
Remove separation on back-thrust 2 (BT2) by fault parallel flow of c. -128 m. Note that
back-thrust BT3 has no resolved separation, so it is removed at this stage.
Restoration Stage R1c
Remove separation on back-thrust 1 (BT1) by fault parallel flow of c. -158 m. The fit of
restored beds and thrust faults across back-thrust BT1 is made possible by the corrections.
Restoration Stage R2
Remove displacement along the McKee main overthrust by fault parallel flow of c. -2045 m.
Good fit (with the small footwall correction in the position of the McKee horizon introduced
at the beginning).
Note the location of propagation of the back-thrust faults in a position predicted by many
models (i.e. above the flat/ramp inflection of the main thrust fault). Note that movement
on the fault does not entirely remove folding in the Tikorangi horizon, and – to a lesser
extent – in the McKee horizon.
Restoration Stage R3
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Restoration by flexural slip around a sub-vertical axis. The reconstruction shows the
eastward thickening of the Tikorangi-McKee unit immediately east of the propagation
trajectory of the McKee main overthrust.

Interpretation 2
Note the slightly different geometry of the fold in the hangingwall of the McKee main
overthrust relative to Interpretation 1.
The back-thrust faults are indicated, but there is no obvious separation.
Restoration Stage R1
Remove westward tilting of the Pliocene sequence by rigid back-rotation of 3.6⁰ of the
whole section, restoring the markers above the unconformity to sub-horizontal. Note that
this restoration imposes an east dip to the panel in the footwall of the McKee main
overthrust.
Restoration Stage R2
Remove displacement along the McKee main overthrust by fault parallel flow of c. -2101 m.
The correlation is good, but a small correction should be made to adjust the position of the
McKee horizon, either in the footwall or hangingwall of the McKee main overthrust. The
location of the back-thrust faults is in a position predicted by many models (i.e. above the
flat/ramp deflection of the main fault). Note that movement on the fault does not entirely
remove folding in the Tikorangi horizon, and – to a lesser extent – in the McKee horizon.
The folds are more pronounced than in interpretation 1.
Restoration Stage R3
Restoration by flexural slip around a sub-vertical axis. The different geometry of folded
Tikorangi and McKee horizons results in a synclinal depocentre in the restored McKee and
underlying horizon. The reconstruction shows the eastward thickening of the TikorangiMcKee unit immediately east of the propagation trajectory of the McKee main overthrust.

6b. Geo-seismic section 2013_01 (Plate 6)
Interpretation 1
In the provided interpretation the hangingwall and footwall cutoff lengths of the TikorangiMcKee unit across the McKee main overthrust are different. A small correction in the
position of the McKee horizon in the footwall of the fault has been made. Also a minor
correction has been made to adjust the position of the McKee horizon in the footwall of
back-thrusts BT2 and BT3.
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Restoration Stage R1
Remove westward tilting of the Pliocene sequence by rigid back-rotation of 4.3⁰ of the
whole section, restoring the markers above the unconformity to sub-horizontal. Note that
this restoration imposes an east dip to the panel in the footwall of the McKee main
overthrust.

Restoration Stage R1b
The youngest back-thrust faults is likely to be the one that cuts the McKee main overthrust,
because once the main thrust is truncated it becomes inactive. Thus, back-thrust fault BT3
is removed first by fault parallel flow of c.-123 m. A minor correction to the position of the
fault is necessary.

Restoration Stage R1c
Remove separation of c. -145 m of back-thrust BT4 by fault parallel flow. It is necessary to
apply an angular shear of 15⁰ to rotate the Tikorangi horizon and maintain geometric
continuity along the fault.
Note that removal of separation on BT2 at this stage is not possible without changing the
bed length or fault trajectory. The back-thrust will be restored at a later stage.
Restoration Stage R2
Remove displacement along the McKee main overthrust by fault parallel flow of c. -2250 m.
The correlation is good.
Restoration Stage R2b
Remove separation of c.-182 m on back-thrust BT2 by fault parallel flow. This causes an
elongation of c. 194 m (amount of shortening imposed by the back-thrusting). The
restoration produces a good fit. This sequence suggests that some back-thrusting may be
controlled by the early development of detached folds before propagation (or synchronous
with the early stage of propagation) of the McKee main overthrust.
Restoration Stage R3
Restoration by flexural slip around a sub-vertical axis. The reconstruction shows the
eastward increase in thickness of the Tikorangi-McKee unit.

Interpretation 2
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Note that in the provided interpretation the length of the hangingwall and footwall cutoffs
within Tikorangi- McKee unit are substantially different (c. 590 m in the hangingwall and c.
1276 m in the footwall). This discrepancy causes problems of restoration misfit and a
correction is proposed in Interpretation 2 – Revised.
Restoration stage R1
Remove westward tilting of the Pliocene sequence by rigid back-rotation of 4.3⁰ of the
whole section, restoring the markers above the unconformity to sub-horizontal. Note that
this restoration imposes an east dip to the panel in the footwall of the McKee main
overthrust.

Restoration stage R1b
Remove separation on back-thrust fault BT4 by fault parallel flow of c. -92m, with shear 10⁰
to avoid space problems.
Restoration stage R2
Remove all separation on the Tikorangi horizon by fault parallel flow of c. -2334 m. Note
that the restored Tikorangi horizon is a little shorter than the McKee horizon.
The restoration does not remove all separation on the McKee horizon as a consequence of
the different hangingwall and footwall cutoffs. There is not a geometry of fault propagation
folding or trishear in the Tikorangi horizon, so further restoration is not possible without
creating inadmissible geometries.
Interpretation 2 - Revised
The revised interpretation changes the trajectory of the upper tip of the McKee main
overthrust and consequently it elongates the Tikorangi horizon in the hangingwall. A small
change is also made to the position of the McKee horizon in the footwall.
Restoration stage R1
Remove westward tilting of the Pliocene sequence by rigid back-rotation of 4.3⁰ of the
whole section, restoring the markers above the unconformity to sub-horizontal. Note that
this restoration imposes an east dip to the panel in the footwall of the McKee main
overthrust.
Restoration stage R1b
Remove separation on back-thrust fault BT4 in fault parallel flow of c.-92 m, with shear 10⁰
to avoid space problems. All other back-thrust faults have no significant separation.

Restoration stage R2
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Remove all separation on the Tikorangi horizon by fault parallel flow of c. -2334 m. The
corrections make it possible to restore both the Tikorangi and McKee horizons in one step.
Restoration Stage R3
Restoration by flexural slip around a sub-vertical axis. This restoration is unable to fully
unfold the McKee horizon and adds negligible elongation (i.e. almost no shortening imposed
by folding).

6c. Geo-seismic section McKee_3D_176 (Plate 7)
Interpretation 1
Some corrections have been made to the McKee and intra-Mangahewa horizons in the
footwall of the McKee main overthrust. Minor changes have also been made to the trace of
the Tikorangi and McKee horizons in the hangingwall of the back-thrust BT1.

Restoration Stage R1
Remove westward tilting of the Pliocene sequence by rigid back-rotation of 3.7⁰ of the
whole section, restoring the markers above the unconformity to sub-horizontal. Note that
this restoration imposes an east dip to the panel in the footwall of the McKee main
overthrust.
Restoration Stage R1b
Remove separation on back-thrust BT1 by fault parallel flow of c. -244. Note that backthrusts BT2 and BT3 have no significant separation, and they are both removed at this stage.
Restoration Stage R2
Remove displacement along the McKee main overthrust by fault parallel flow of c. -1915 m.
Good fit (with the introduced corrections).
Note the location of propagation of the back-thrust faults in a position predicted by many
models (i.e. above the flat/ramp deflection along the main thrust fault). This reconstruction
suggests that the back-thrust faults may develop at an early stage and then reactivated after
movement of the McKee main overthrust. Note that restoration of fault movement does
not entirely remove folding in the Tikorangi and McKee horizons.
Restoration Stage R3
Restoration by flexural slip around a sub-vertical axis. This restoration adds a minor
elongation (i.e. the folding component removed is very small). The reconstruction shows
the eastward thickening of the Tikorangi-McKee unit immediately east of the propagation
trajectory of the McKee main overthrust. The marked inflection in the intra-Mangahewa
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and base Mangahewa horizons is a result of the fold being detached above them (i.e. is an
artefact of the reconstruction).

Interpretation 2
Note the different length of the hangingwall and footwall cutofff of the Tikorangi-McKee
unit along the McKee main overthrust. This interpretation has been modified to correct
mismatches in the restoration. The intra-Mangahewa horizon in the footwall has been
corrected as well to maintain thickness.
Restoration Stage R1
Remove westward tilting of the Pliocene sequence by rigid back-rotation of 3.7⁰ of the
whole section, restoring the markers above the unconformity to sub-horizontal. Note that
this restoration imposes an east dip to the panel in the footwall of the McKee main
overthrust. Note that the back-thrust BT1 has no significant separation, so it is removed at
this stage.
Restoration Stage R2
Remove displacement along the McKee main overthrust by fault parallel flow of c. -1937 m.
Good fit (with the introduced corrections).
Note the location of propagation of the back-thrust fault in relation to the fold in the
Tikorangi horizon, and also that the McKee horizon is not significantly folded.
Restoration Stage R3
Restoration by flexural slip around a sub-vertical axis. This restoration adds a minor
elongation (i.e. the folding component removed is very small). The reconstruction shows
the eastward thickening of the Tikorangi-McKee unit immediately east of the propagation
trajectory of the McKee main overthrust. The marked inflection in the intra-Mangahewa
and base Mangahewa horizons is a result of the fold being detached above them (i.e. is an
artefact of the reconstruction).

6d. Geo-seismic section McKee__42 (Plate 8)
Interpretation 1
The hangingwall and footwall cutoffs of the Tikorangi-McKee unit against the McKee main
overthrust are different, and this creates misfit problems during restoration.
Restoration Stage R1
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Remove westward tilting of the Pliocene sequence by rigid back-rotation of 5⁰ of the whole
section, restoring the markers above the unconformity to sub-horizontal. Note that this
restoration imposes an east dip to the panel in the footwall of the Ohnanga overthrust.
Restoration Stage R1b
Remove separation on back-thrust BT1 by fault parallel flow of c. -267 m. Note that the
different separation across the horizons and the fault creates some mismatch that is
corrected by slightly changing the trajectory of the McKee main overthrust.
Restoration Stage R2
Remove displacement along the Ohnanga thrust by fault parallel flow of c. -337m. Note that
the separation on the McKee horizon is not entirely removed, and both the Tikorangi and
McKee horizons remain folded
Restoration Stage R2b
Remove displacement along the McKee main overthrust by fault parallel flow of c. -1112 m.
The McKee horizons retains a large separation, but the folded geometry of the Tikorangi
horizon is not compatible with mechanisms of fault propagation folding or trishear. Thus
further restoration is not possible without creating inadmissible geometries.

Interpretation 1-revised
Some corrections have been made to the trajectory of horizons in the footwall of backthrust BT1. The major correction concerns the trajectory of the McKee main overthrust in
the hangingwall of BT1, with consequent change to the Tikorangi and McKee horizons in the
hangingwall anticline. This correction imposes the same length to the hangingwall and
footwall cutoffs of the Tikorangi-McKee unit against the McKee main overthrust. Note that
this also implies a lower dip for the upper portion of the McKee main overthrust.

Restoration Stage R1
Remove westward tilting of the Pliocene sequence by rigid back-rotation of 5⁰ of the whole
section, restoring the markers above the unconformity to sub-horizontal. Note that this
restoration imposes an east dip to the panel in the footwall of the Ohnanga overthrust.
Restoration Stage R1b
Remove separation on back-thrust BT1 by fault parallel flow of c. -267 m.
Restoration Stage R2
Remove displacement along the Ohnanga thrust by fault parallel flow of c. -337m. The
Tikorangi horizon remains folded, suggesting the geometry of a fault-propagation fold.
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Restoration Stage R2b
Remove displacement along the McKee main overthrust by fault parallel flow of c. -1447m.
Both the Tikorangi and McKee horizons remain folded and the corrections leave a small
component of separation of the McKee horizon. Note that the trajectory of the intraMangahewa detachment is likely to be shallower than in the original interpretation (i.e.
almost parallel to the flat of the McKee main overthrust).

The restoration suggests that there are two different back-thrust faults, each one related to
the flat-ramp inflection on the McKee and Ohnanga thrust faults, and that their apparent
continuity in the present-day configuration results from overthrusting.
This reconstruction also suggests that initial shortening occurred by early folding (and backthrusting) during propagation of the flat portion (i.e. detachment) of the main fault,
followed by the up-section propagation of the ramp. Progressive up-section propagation of
the fault tip may be the cause of slightly larger separation on the McKee rather than the
Tikorangi horizon, but none of the reconstructed folds shows a clear geometry of trishear or
fault propagation fold.

Restoration Stage R3
Restoration by flexural slip around a sub-vertical axis. This restoration adds a minor
elongation (i.e. the folding component removed is very small). The reconstruction shows
variations in thickness of the Tikorangi-McKee unit. The marked inflection in the intraMangahewa and base Mangahewa horizons is a result of the fold being detached above
them (i.e. is an artefact of the reconstruction).

Interpretation 2
Corrections have been made to adjust the length of the hangingwall and footwall cutoffs of
the Tikorangi-McKee unit along the McKee main overthrust. The major corrections concern
the trajectory of the upper tip of the McKee main overthrust, and the geometry of the
McKee horizon in the folded hangingwall. If the corrections are not made, restoration of
Tikorangi separation along the McKee main overthrust does not remove separation on the
McKee horizon.
Restoration Stage R1
Remove westward tilting of the Pliocene sequence by rigid back-rotation of 5⁰ of the whole
section, restoring the markers above the unconformity to sub-horizontal. Note that this
restoration imposes an east dip to the panel in the footwall of the Ohnanga overthrust.
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The back-thrust fault BT1 has no significant separation in this interpretation, so it is
removed at this stage.
Restoration Stage R2
Remove displacement along the Ohnanga thrust by fault parallel flow of c. -380 m. Note
that the Tikorangi horizon remains folded, suggesting the geometry of a fault propagation
fold.
Restoration Stage R2b
Remove displacement along the McKee main overthrust by fault parallel flow of -1389 m.
The Tikorangi horizon remains folded, whereas the corrected McKee horizon restores well.
Note that the trajectory of the intra-Mangahewa detachment is likely to be shallower than
in the original interpretation (i.e. almost parallel to the flat of the McKee main overthrust).

Restoration Stage R3
Restoration by flexural slip around a sub-vertical axis. This restoration adds a minor
elongation (i.e. the folding component removed is very small). The reconstruction shows
variations in thickness of the Tikorangi-McKee unit. The marked inflection in the intraMangahewa and base Mangahewa horizons is a result of the fold being detached above
them (i.e. is an artefact of the reconstruction).

7. Major Results of Restoration: implications for Validation and Balancing
The major results revealed by the progressive restoration of the geo-seismic sections are
listed below.
(1) Restoration is possible for both interpretations 1 and 2, but some corrections are
necessary to adjust some inconsistent geometry. Suggested corrections are: 1. a
different trajectory of the McKee horizon in the footwall of the McKee main
overthrust; 2. a lower dip trajectory of the upper portion of the McKee main
overthrust, implying some modification to the geometry and extent of the forelimb
of the hangingwall anticline in the Tikorangi horizon; 3. Minor corrections to adjust
the separation of the back-thrust faults in Interpretation 1.
(2) If the corrections are not made (see especially the case of sections 2013_01,
Interpretation 2 and McKee_42, Interpretation 1) the original interpretations show a
different length of the hangingwall and footwall cutoff of the Tikorangi-McKee unit
along the McKee main overthrust. The consequence is the incomplete restoration of
the separation across the McKee horizon when separation of the Tikorangi horizon is
restored. Given that the thrusting phase is post-deposition of the Tikorangi horizon
and syn-deposition of the Miocene sequence, reverse separation on the Tikorangi
and McKee horizons should be of the same magnitude. However, it is also possible
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that fault propagation along the main thrust was progressive, with initial breaching
of the McKee horizon and cessation of activity on the fault, followed by fault
reactivation and final propagation of the upper fault tip across the Tikorangi horizon.
This sequence of movements should lead to a geometry of fault propagation folding
(or trishear) in the Tikorangi horizon, but this geometry is not apparent. This implies
that further restoration of the McKee separation creates an inadmissible geometry..
(3) Some corrections modify the rather steep dip angle of the main McKee overthrust
(not compatible with newly-propagating thrust faults that should maintain dip angle
close to 30⁰, cf. Anderson, 1951) suggesting a change
to a lower-angle trajectory.
In this case,
development of a wide fault zone composed of subparallel planes may help explaining the disruption of
steep forelimbs in the hangingwall anticline, as
suggested in Fig. 11.

Figure 11. Model for the formation of a forelimb shear
thrust by progressive propagation of discrete minor faults
that dissect the steep beds. (Reproduced from Mitra,
2002).

(4) Separation along the McKee main overthrust and the Ohnanga thrusts can be
removed by mechanisms of fault-paralell flow. This mechanism restores successfully
the movement, but leaves some minor component of folding in the restored beds.
This geometry may result from components of detachment folding above the intraMangahewa detachment prior to thrusting.
(5) Restoration shows that the trajectory of the McKee main overthrust is controlled by
the position of the intra-Mangahewa detachment. The low-competence horizon
may provide an easy propagation path for a significant length of the fault, before its
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up-section ramping across the stratigraphy. The reconstruction suggests that the
deflection between flat and ramp occurs where there is the eastward increase in
thickness of the Tikorangi-McKee unit. This setting may suggest the presence of a
deeper basement structure (i.e. an E-dipping normal fault) that may cause the
draping of the intra-Mangahewa detachment with consequent change in fault
trajectory.
(6) Restoration of the back-thrust faults suggests that their location is controlled by the
inflection of the main thrust from flat to ramp, and by the development of the
hangingwall fold in the competent Tikorangi-McKee unit. Restoration suggests that
both in Interpretation 1 and 2 development of the back-thrusts (as zones of localised
fracturing and minor displacement) may have initiated at an early stage.
(7) Interpretations 1 imply the late-stage reactivation of some of the back-thrust faults
that propagated across and truncated the McKee main overthrust. This geometry is
restorable (with minor corrections), and results from minor components of
separation (and shortening). When the back-thrusts do not propagate across the
main thrust fault restoration requires a small component of shear (i.e. rotation), to
avoid geometric problems.
(8) Restoration validates the sequence of deformation established by analysis of the
cross sections, with (from the youngest to the oldest phase preserved in the
sections): Pliocene westward tilting (by rigid rotation) associated with regional uplift
(Restoration stage R1); late reactivation (late Miocene?-Pliocene) of back-thrust
faults cutting through the McKee main overthrust and its hangingwall anticline
(Restoration stage R1b); mid Miocene propagation of the ramps of the Ohnanga and
main McKee overthrust, that control the final shape of the hangingwall fold. The
resulting syn-sedimentary structural highs are onlapped by Miocene beds and
(Restoration stage R2); early Miocene propagation of the flat of the McKee main
overthrust, with limited shortening accomplished by early detachment folds in the
units above the intra-Mangahewa horizon (Restoration stage R3).
(9) The results of restoration, in terms of vertical separation of the McKee main
overthrust, linear balancing of the restored Tikorangi and McKee horizons, and
percentual shortening imposed by thrusting and folding are shown in Plate 9, for the
alternative Interpretations 1 and 2 of each geo-seismic section. As already discussed,
balancing and shortening are of local significance, and provide minimal estimates.
Overall, the final balance of the Tikorangi and McKee horizons is acceptable for all
sections and interpretations, but the McKee horizon is consistently longer because it
does not flatten to horizontal when the Tikorangi horizon is flattened. This difference
can be attributed to geometric problems in the interpretation, but it is also
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apparently controlled by lateral variations in thickness of the Tikorangi-McKee unit.
Vertical separation of the McKee main overthrust and shortening decrease from the
southern sections 2013_04 and 2013_01 to the northern sections McKee_3D_176
and McKee_42. Shortening ranges between 21 to 23% for Interpretations 1 and 2 of
section 2013_04, reaches a maximum of c. 27 to 30% for the Interpretations 1 and 2
of section 2013_01, and then decreases to c. 21% for both interpretations of section
McKee_3D_176 and c. 16% for both interpretations of section McKee_42. The
largest shortening of Interpretation 2-revised (c. 30%) is a consequence of the
suggested change in fault dip for the upper part of the McKee main overthrust. Note
that the presence of the Ohnanga thrust does not add any significant shortening to
section McKee_42, given the limited separation of the thrust and the much smaller
separation of the McKee main overthrust in the northernmost section.

8. Geometry and evolution of back-thrusting: available examples
The principal difference between the set of Interpretations 1 and 2 for each geo-seismic
section consists in the role of back-thrust faults, and in the possibility that their late-stage
reactivation has caused the truncation of the McKee main overthrust.

Back-thrusts are defined as secondary antithetic faults with opposite dip and vergence and
conjugate sense of slip relative to a main thrust fault. Back-thrusts typically originate at
fault bends, or in regions of high curvature (i.e. where there is a strain accumulation), or
points with high frictional resistance on the fault. Back-thrusts accommodate some of the
deformation imposed by folding of the hangingwall units during displacement along a fault
with staircase trajectory (Mitra, 2002). In the case of ramp-related folds, back-thrust tend
to nucleate at the base of the footwall ramp and then propagate into the hangingwall (Fig.
12).
Analogue and numerical models developed to study the progressive evolution of thrust
sheets (e.g. Ellis et al., 2004) above a basal detachment show the propagation of thrust
faults with opposite vergence, with the main forward thrust predominantly active, and the
back-thrust forming at the bend from flat to lower ramp (Fig. 13). The back-thrusts display
little movement and they are passively transported in the hangingwall panel of the main
thrust while undergoing rotation to lower dips. With increasing deformation, a new thrust
imbricate develops beneath the initial one, with repetition of the same sequence. The
numerical calculations show the distribution of strain rates and stress for the experiment
(Fig. 14), showing the regions where maximum failure is expected.
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Figure 12. Evolution of back-thrusts within a competent unit in a fault-bend fold. These back-thrusts
are generally confined within the competent units. They start developing as a consequence of
rotation (strain) of the competent carbonate unit as it passes through the synclinal fault bend during
fault displacement. (Reproduced from Mitra, 2002).
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Figure 13. Progressive development of back-thrust faults during increasing shortening of the forward
verging principal thrust fault. (Reproduced from Ellis et al., 2004).
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Figure 14. Contours of the log of strain rate with superposed the orientation and magnitude of the
principal compressive stress, after 1 km of convergence. This numerical model reproduces the
analogue model of Fig. 13. (Reproduced from Ellis et al., 2004).

The distribution and time progression of small scale fractures during stress build-up
consequent on imbrication of the main thrust, folding of its hangingwall and development of
back-thrusts for a fault-bend fold has been modelled by Henk & Nemčock (2000) and
reproduced in Fig. 15.

Figure 15. Succession of fracture development during development of a fault-bend fold in the
hangingwall of a main thrust, and formation of back-thrusts for one stress build up cycle. (After Henk
& Nemčock, 2000), reproduced from Nemčock et al., 2005).

Note that the writer is not aware of any example where – for a limited amount of overall
shortening– the backthrusts truncate the main thrust fault. This situation is only
reproduced – at the scale of an orogenic belt – if there are multiple and superposed
detachment horizons and for significant amounts of shortening in the internal orogenic zone
(Fig. 16). In the external zones, where shortening is of lesser amount, back-thrust tend to
remain confined to the hangingwall block and die out against the main thrust. This is also a
consequence of strain rates of larger magnitude on the main thrust fault than on the backthrusts (Fig. 14). The McKee overthrust is an external structure of the Tarata fold-and-thrust
belt, with horizontal separation of the order of 2 km, and its back-thrusts show separation
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of few hundred metres. Thus, it seems unlikely that faults with such small separation would
be able to cut across the dominant thrust fault at a stage (syn-Miocene) when there is no
evidence of additional shortening affecting the Miocene sequence.
.

Figure 16. Analogue experiment of development of thrust sheets above multiple
detachments (décollement). (Reproduced from Malavieille, 2010).

9. Conclusions
The 2D restoration analysis discussed in this report for four geo-seismic cross sections in the
Kewa Prospect is the first part of the structural study commissioned by Todd Energy with
the aim of validating the geometry, kinematics and progressive deformation history of two
alternative interpretations for the McKee overthrust and associated structures. The results
of this first study will be used as input for the geometric reconstruction and validation of the
structures in 3D, with assessment of along-strike variations in displacement and strain along
the major faults.
Final conclusive remarks concerning the structural evolution and implications for fracture
development and fluid migration/sealing will be made once the 3D analysis is completed.
As it will be apparent from the following discussion, 2D restoration cannot remove a
number of uncertainties that result from poor resolution of the data. These uncertainties
cannot be resolved by geometric considerations alone, because alternative interpretations
are admissible and restorable.
3D reconstructions may eventually prove helpful in restricting the number of alternatives.

The conclusions of this first stage of the study are:
(1) The restoration validates the progressive deformation sequence derived from
geological evidence, with (from the youngest to the oldest phase documented in the
sections): (i) Pliocene westward tilting of 3°-5° associated with regional uplift; (ii) late
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stage reactivation (late Miocene?-Pliocene) of back-thrusts that cut through (and
deactivate) the McKee main overthrust and its hangingwall fold; (iii) mid-Miocene
movement on the Ohnanga thrust (present only in section McKee_42); (iv) midMiocene propagation of the ramp segment of the McKee main overthrust, with
associated folding controlling the onlapping of Miocene units onto the structural
high; early development of the back-thrusts in the region of high strain at the flatramp bend; (v) early Miocene propagation of the flat segment of the McKee main
overthrust, eventually associated with incipient detachment folding of the McKeeTikorangi unit.
(2) Both Interpretations 1 and 2 provided for the geo-seismic sections 2013_04,
2013_01, McKee_3D_176 and McKee_42 can be restored, with reasonably good
local balancing of the length of the Tikorangi and McKee horizons. However, some
corrections need to be made to the position of the mapped horizons in order to get
the best fit of restored horizons. In most cases these corrections are minor (and
permissible, at the light of existing seismic data), but more significant changes in the
trajectory of the McKee main overthrust are suggested for Interpretation 2 of
sections 2013_01 and Interpretation 1 of section McKee_42.
(3) The major restoration problem encountered during progressive retro-deformation
results from the different length of the hangingwall and footwall cutoffs of the
Tikorangi-McKee unit against the McKee main overthrust in some of the original
interpretations. As a consequence, removal of separation for the Tikorangi horizon
does not entirely remove the reverse separation for the McKee horizon. Given that
movement on the McKee main overthrust postdates deposition of the McKeeTikorangi sequence and is synchronous with sedimentation of the overlying Miocene
sequence, the reverse displacement on the McKee and Tikorangi horizons should be
the same. A possible alternative interpretation is that progressive propagation of
the McKee main overthrust occurred in intermittent pulses separated by period of
inactivity, with an initial location of the fault tip above the McKee horizon, and a
later reactivation of the whole fault propagating across the Tikorangi horizon, and tip
propagation within the Miocene units. This alternative is possible, but the resulting
structure should possess the geometry of a fault-propagation fold or of a trishear
fold. These geometries are not apparent from the available data (see next point),
and therefore corrections to the existing interpretations have been introduced as a
suggestion for revision.
(4) The geometry of the McKee main overthrust is best described in terms of a listric
thrust fault (i.e. with a curving trajectory rather than a sharp bending), that
propagated along intra-Mangahewa detachment horizons of low competence, and
ramped up-section across the more competent McKee-Tikorangi unit. Available data
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show an open syncline above the flat-ramp bend of the main thrust and the absence
of steep (or overturned) forelimb beds in its hangingwall anticline. Also, there is no
evidence for a footwall syncline. These elements favour mechanisms of fault-parallel
flow along the McKee listric thrust fault, rather than mechanisms of fault-bend
folding, fault-propagation folding, or trishear above a fault with sharp bends in a
staircase trajectory. However, it can be argued that poor resolution of the available
seismic data, and the inherent impossibility of imaging steep beds in the seismics
make it impossible to correctly depict the geometry of the frontal forelimb in the
hangingwall anticline. This possibility could be further analysed, but it requires a
change in the dip angle of the upper segments of the McKee main overthrust, lower
than what is envisaged in the present interpretations, and – possibly – a wider fault
zone where sets of sub-parallel faults dissect (and obliterate) the steep beds. Note
that lower angle of dip have been proposed in the revised interpretations of sections
2013_01 and McKee_42, and are also more consistent with the angle of c. 30°
expected to characterise newly-propagating thrust faults.
(5) The principal difference between the set of Interpretations 1 and 2 is the role
assigned to the back-thrust faults. In the set of Interpretation 1 they cut across the
folded hangingwall and the McKee overthrust, whereas in the set of Interpretation 2
they are confined to the hangingwall and have minor (or almost null) displacement .
As already pointed out, both geometries can be restored (with the addition of more
restoration stages for Interpretation 1) and therefore restoration alone cannot
distinguish between the two interpretations. However, as discussed in Section 8,
regional examples and analogue/numerical models do not favour the set of
Interpretations 1. In fact, back-thrust faults tend to be confined to the hangingwall
of the main thrust fault. It is only in cases of large components of shortening in the
inner regions of an orogenic belt and in presence of multiple detachments that backthrust faults may cut across the forward-propagating faults. Ostensibly, this is not
the case for the study area, where the McKee overthrust is an external structure of
relatively low displacement, the amount of reverse separation on the back-thrust is
<200 m and there is no clear evidence of a late phase of shortening (deforming the
Miocene units) that could help to explain late re-activation of the back-thrust. If
Interpretation 1 is valid, then it has to be explained in terms of processes that have
caused the cessation of propagation of the McKee main thrust (frictional resistance?)
during the compressional phases, leading to further shortening by cross-cutting of
the back-thrust rather than development of further imbricates (with the exception of
the Ohnanga thrust in section McKee_42).
(6) In all restorations, removal of separation (with associated folding) along the McKee
main overthrust and (only for section McKee_42, the Ohnanga thrust) does not
entirely remove folding in the Tikorangi and McKee horizons. The remaining folding
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is minor and – when restored – does not imply any significant shortening (see point
7). The presence of undulations in the Tikorangi and McKee horizons could be
attributed to some geometric inconsistencies in the interpretations. However, other
explanations are possible, as: (i) an early stage episode of detachment folding above
the intra-Mangahewa horizon during propagation of the flat segment of the McKee
main overthrust; (ii) lateral thickness variations within the Tickorangi-McKee unit,
with regional increase in thickness towards the east. Thickness variations within the
Tikorangi-McKee unit are present in the provided interpretations and maintained by
the mechanisms of flexural slip by fault-parallel flow used for the restorations. Note
that the thickening occurs east of the region where the McKee main overthrust fault
changes dip from flat to ramp. This setting suggests the possibility of a buried Edipping normal fault that controls flexure of the coal measures with eastward
thickening of sediments. The presence of units draping above a buried fault could
help to explain the change in propagation trajectory of the McKee main overthrust
imposed by the change in geometry of its detachment horizons against a structural
high. Similar interpretations have been proposed by structural restorations
performed by Hill et al. (2004) for the Ahuroa-Tariki region (Fig. 17) and also by
Michael et al. (2013) for the Naga Thrust (India), which displays a geometry very
similar to the McKee overthrust, both for what concerns its trajectory and
hangingwall deformation (Fig. 18)
(7) The shortening reconstructed from restoration is principally the result of thrusting
and folding generated during propagation of the thrust faults. The minor folding
that is left after restoration of the thrust faults does not produce any relevant
shortening. Shortening is of the order of 21-23% for the two interpretations of
section 2013_04, 27-30% for the two interpretations of section 2013_01, and
decreases to values of c. 21% for section McKee_3D_176 and c. 16% for section
McKee_42. Thus, the presence of the Ohnanga thrust in section McKee_42 does not
add significant total shortening, because of the minor separation along the McKee
main overthrust. These values cannot be extrapolated regionally and only apply to
the local structures.

The deformation mechanisms, geometries, and sequence of deformation that will be
selected as the most realistic for the McKee structure in the Kewa Prospect will
obviously carry different implications for the analysis of the hydrocarbon system, the
integrity of structural traps, and the preservation of seals.
These implications will be addressed in the second part of this study, after analysis of
the 3D structural geometry.
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Figure 17. Structural models for the Ahuroa-Tariki region with suggested interpretation of a
basement W-dipping normal fault controlling the transition from flat to ramp of the main thrust
faults. (Reproduced from Hill et al., 2004).

Figure 18. Structural interpretation for the Naga thrust (India). Note the many similarities with
the McKee region, and the proposed interpretation of buried basement faults. (Reproduced
from Michael et al., 2013).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Report is an addition to the study presented in Report – Part I and describes procedures and
results of a 2D structural analysis of the alternative Interpretation 3 for the geo-seismic sections
2013_04, 2013_01 and McKee_3D_176 in the Kewa Prospect.
This study deals with: (1) Analysis of the structural setting of the alternative Interpretation
3 for the geo-seismic cross sections 2013_04, 2013_01 and McKee_3D_176 (Plates 1-3); (2)
Description of the procedures, parameters, and results of progressive retro-deformation
for Interpretation 3 (Plates 5-8, Digital Enclosure 1, PowerPoint Presentation 1); Results of
the 2D restorations (Plate 9) and structural implications of Interpretation 3 relative to
Interpretations 1 and 2 (Power Point Presentation 2).
The third scenario analysed in this study is alternative to Interpretations 1 and 2 (discussed
in the Report- Part I) and provides a number of solutions to issues highlighted by the
previous restorations. The aim is to construct the best geometrically and kinematically
admissible structural interpretation that honours all available constraints and is in
agreement with the known mechanisms of evolution and progressive deformation in foldand-thrust belt.
The principal structural features of Interpretation 3 are permissible at the light of existing
data and comprise: (i) the moderate-low dip of the ramp of the main McKee overthrust; (ii)
the presence of an additional splay fault of the main McKee overthrust; (iii) the more
complete closure of the hangingwall anticline, with a steep forward limb; (iv) the presence
of back-thrusts that remain confined within the hanginwall panel of the main McKee
overthrust; (v) the inferred larger amounts of cataclastic deformation within the
hangingwall panel.
The major results revealed by the progressive restoration of alternative Interpretation 3 for
sections 2013_04, 2013_01 and McKee_3D_176 are.
(1) Restoration of alternative Interpretation 3 is successful, but it requires a larger
number of stages.
(2) The corrections to the dip and trajectory of the main McKee overthrust do not
entirely eliminate the problem of the different hangingwall and footwall cutoff
length in the Tikorangi-McKee unit. However, the corrected geometry of the
hangingwall anticline makes it possible to reconstruct a fault propagation fold
associated with progressive up-dip propagation of the tip of the main McKee
overthrust during a Miocene sequence of reactivation pulses. This fold is removed by
mechanisms of trishear along the main McKee overthrust.
(3) Back-thrusts are interpreted as having initiated in the highly strained region where
the hangingwall panel was forced to rotate above the flat-to-ramp bend. This setting
is similar to what envisaged for Interpretations 1 and 2, but in Interpretation 3
accrual of displacement along the main McKee overthrust and formation of backthrusts occurred in alternating pulses during upward propagation of the tip of the
main McKee overthrust. Once formed, early back-thrusts were passively transported
up-section, and rotated to lower angles, while new back-thrust kept forming in the
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

bend region. This scenario implies a substantial amount of pervasive cataclasis in the
hangingwall and along the basal overthrust.
The major restoration problem of Interpretation 3 is created by the decrease in
reverse separation along the back-thrust faults from the Tikorangi-McKee unit to the
McKee-Mangahewa unit. Restoration is possible, but the consequent increase in
internal deformation at the down-dip termination of the back-thrusts needs to be
accommodated by shear (c. 10⁰ rotation), added to fault-parallel flow. Restoration is
also facilitated by the fact that the back-thrusts with the larger reverse separation
are restored once they have moved back to the bend region, with the tip of the main
McKee overthrust below the McKee horizon. This geometry removes all space
accommodation problems within the Tikorangi-McKee unit.
As suggested in Report – Part I, the lack of evidence in the seismic data for steeplydipping beds of the forelimb of the hangingwall anticline may be caused by intense
cataclasis associated with multiple, sub-parallel strands and splays of the main
McKee overthrust. In Interpretation 3, only one splay fault of the main McKee
overthrust is considered; introduction of more splays is possible, but would not
substantially alter the final results.
Removal of all separation along the main McKee overthrust leaves some component
of folding in the restored beds. This geometry is interpreted as resulting from
detachment folding above the propagating flat of the incipient McKee overthrust
within the low-competence Mangahewa unit.
The final balance of the Tikorangi and McKee horizons for Interpretation 3 is
acceptable, but- in contrast with Interpretations 1 and 2 - the Tikorangi horizon is
longer than the McKee horizon. Vertical separation of the McKee main overthrust in
Interpretation 3 is slightly less than in Interpretations 1 and 2, given that the main
overthrust has a lower elevation above the footwall. In contrast, horizontal
separation is slightly larger (but still of the order of 30%) compared to
Interpretations 1 and 2.

In terms of chronology of deformation, Interpretation 3 shares some similarities with
Interpretations 1 and 2, but it involves a discontinuous evolution of pulses of motion along
the main McKee overthrust during the Miocene.
Alternative Interpretation 3 provides a successful model, but 2D restorations alone cannot
remove some of the uncertainties that result from the poor resolution of the seismic data
(especially for section McKee_3D_176), the relative paucity of well constraints in the
forelimb region of the hangingwall anticline of the main McKee overthrust, and the loose
chronological ties for the exact time of formation of structures. All alternative
Interpretations are in fact restorable, and each Interpretation has its own merits and
uncertainties.
The deformation mechanisms, geometries, and sequence of deformation that will be
selected as the most realistic for the McKee structure in the Kewa Prospect will carry
different implications for the analysis of the hydrocarbon system, the integrity of structural
traps, and the preservation of seals.
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1. Introduction
This study has been commissioned by Todd Energy, with the aim of analysing the structural
admissibility of the alternative geological interpretation 3 of seismic data for the sections 2013_04,
2013_01 and McKee_3D_176 in the Kewa Prospect.
This analysis has been prompted by the results of restoration of alternative Interpretations 1 and 2
discussed in the text and illustrative material of the Report “Structural Analysis of the McKee
overthrust in the Kewa Prospect – Part I: 2D retro-deformation and Validation” (quoted as Report –
Part I in the following text).
Interpretations 1 and 2 are both geometrically admissible and restorable (provided some corrections
are made to the original interpretation) and the final local balance of the Tikorangi and McKee
horizons is acceptable. However, their restoration has highlighted the following issues:
1) Geometric problems of restorations arise from the different length of the hangingwall and
footwall cutoff of the Tikorangi-McKee unit along the main McKee overthrust. Suggested
corrections involve changing the trajectory of the horizons in both the hangingwall and
footwall of the main McKee overthrust. Some of these corrections are minor, but in other
cases more substantial corrections have required a lower angle trajectory of the main
McKee overthrust (e.g. Revised Interpretation 2 of section 2013_01 and Revised
Interpretation 1 of sectionMcKee_42 in Report – Part I) and a change in trajectory of the
Tikorangi and McKee horizons in the footwall panel (e.g. section McKee_3D_176 in Report –
Part I).
2) The present-day ramp of the main McKee overthrust dips at angles up to 60°, i.e.
significantly higher than the anticipated 30° expected for newly-formed reverse faults.
3) The present-day dip angle of the back-thrust faults of the main McKee overthrust (20° on
average) is lower than the anticipated 30° expected for newly-formed reverse faults.
4) The lack of a well-developed hinge zone and forelimb in the hangingwall fold of the main
McKee overthrust is a consequence of the high angle dip of the ramp and of the lack of a
staircase geometry (flat/ramp/flat) in the fault trajectory. However, the forelimb may be
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truncated within a wider zone of sub-parallel faults, causing intense cataclasis and disruption
of the steep beds.
5) The writer has been unable to find any analogue or numerical model that predicts (in regions
of relatively low shortening) that back-thrust faults of low displacement cut across and
displace the main forethrust, as suggested in Interpretation 1. Though Interpretation 1 is
restorable (and geometrically admissible), it has to be carefully considered and explained
within the regional framework before being validated. As such, it requires a late stage
reactivation of the early formed back-thrust faults (with minor components of reverse
separation), and the de-activation of the main McKee overthrust, without further
propagation of thrust faults in the footwall panel (e.g. the Ohnanga thrust).

Results, open questions and proposed suggestions for revision were discussed with T. Brewester and
M. D’Ath Woodd at a meeting in Todd’s office on Jan 14, 2014. All constraints from available wells
that have penetrated the core-region and forelimb of the fold in the hangingwall of the main McKee
overthrust were analysed and revised, and the following recommendations were made for a revised,
third alternative Interpretation, to be further tested for admissibility and balancing.
1. Corrections to the trajectory of the Tikorangi and McKee horizon in the footwall of the main
McKee overthrust are unlikely, with the possible exception of steeply dipping (possibly even
overturned) beds deformed in a footwall syncline beneath the main McKee overthrust.
2. The different hangingwall and footwall cutoff length of the Tikorangi-McKee unit along the
main McKee overthrust can be mitigated by a lower dip angle of the ramp. This is also in
agreement with the expected dip angle of c. 30 ⁰ for a newly-propagating thrust fault. This
different geometry makes it possible to extend the hinge zone of the hangingwall fold and
envisage the presence of a steeper forelimb, though seismic data do not provide supporting
evidence. The consequence of this revised geometry is a larger amount of horizontal
separation (and shortening) associated with the main McKee overthrust. However, the
available data make it impossible to have the same cutoff length of the Tikorangi-McKee unit
in the hangingwall and footwall, and the scenario of a progressive propagation of the tip of
the McKee main overthrust must be incorporated in the restoration.
3. The position of the thrust faults and the stratigraphic repetitions documented by some of
the wells that have penetrated the hangingwall panel (e.g. McKee 12) are compatible with
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the presence of a wide (200-300 m thick) fault zone associated with the main McKee
overthrust, likely composed of multiple, sub-parallel strands that cause intense cataclasis,
with lithological intermingling. Some of these faults appear to splay at a higher angle from
the main thrust fault, as constrained by the intersections of well McKee 12 in section
2013_01.
4. The back-thrust faults can be interpreted as confined to the hangingwall panel of the main
McKee overthrust, though they still retain separation of the order of few hundred metres (as
e.g. constrained by the intersection of well McKee 12 in section 2013_01 and Tuhua 08A in
section McKee_3D_176).
The alternative Interpretation 3 incorporating the above revisions has been prepared for sections
2013_04, 2013_01 and McKee_3D_176. This interpretation has been progressively restored using
the same methods and mechanisms discussed in Report – Part I. However, the timing and sequence
of deformation (and thus the number of restoration stages) are different, because in Interpretation 3
the back-thrust faults are interpreted to have formed during progressive propagation of the main
McKee overthrust, in the high strain region where the hangingwall panel passes over the bend
between the lower flat and the ramp. Once formed, back-thrust faults were passively transported
(and rotated) within the hangingwall panel. Thus, BT1 is the youngest back-thrust and BT3 and BT4
the oldest, but, for consistency with Interpretations 1 and 2, the identification numbers have not
been changed. Plates 5,6,7,8 and 9 and Power Point Presentation 2. show the comparisons
between the 3 alternative interpretations.
Geological interpretations, structural modelling and retro-deformation in 2D were carried
out using MOVE 2013 by Midland Valley (http://www.mve.com), under consulting licence
to TerraGeoLogica.
Goals of this additional study are to validate Interpretation 3 by:
(1) Reconstructing the history of progressive structural development and defining the
deformation mechanisms for the main McKee overthrust and associated back-thrusts.
(2) Constraining the most feasible geometry of folded and faulted horizons (Tikorangi,
McKee and Mangahewa) in the hangingwall of the McKee overthrust.
(3) Estimating the separation along the major faults, and the resulting
shortening.
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(4) Providing a comparative analysis of Interpretation 3 relative to Interpretations 1
and 2.

As already discussed in Report – Part I, a complete balancing of the restored horizons is
made impossible by the lack of an undeformed “pin” at the eastern end of the sections;
however the length of the restored horizons in their undeformed state provide minimum
values of the amount of shortening.

This Report and the accompanying Plates, Power Point Presentations and Digital Enclosure (in *mve
file format, readable with “Move Viewer” (http://www.mve.com), describe the methods of the
study, the principal results and the interpretations based on available data.

The statements and opinions provided in this Report are given in good faith, and in the belief that
all efforts were made to correctly interpret the available data. However, the poor resolution of the
seismic data, the rather loose chronological constraints, and the geometric admissibility of the
three alternative interpretations leave a number of uncertainties that cannot be easily resolved
with the present state of knowledge.

Acquisition of new data may result in the refinement and/or modification of the interpretations
reached so far.
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2. Structural Geometry of the Geo-Seismic Cross Sections and Chronological
Constraints for Interpretation 3
The regional location of the geo-seismic cross sections is shown in Report – Part I (Fig.1
therein) with, from south to north, sections 2013_04; 2013_01, and McKee_3D_176.
The depth-converted SEG-Y data, and the three alternative interpretations proposed for
each section are shown in the revised Plates 1-3 accompanying this Report. Plate 4 shows
the two alternative Interpretations for section McKee_42 and it is the same as in Report Part I. All sections are shown with no vertical exaggeration. The colours of the horizons
mapped in the sections (from top: Pliocene and Miocene markers within the Mt. Messenger
and Manganui Formations sequence, top Tikorangi Formation, top McKee Formation, intraMangahewa detachment, base Mangahewa Formation) are the same as in Report – Part I
(Fig. 10 therein). The units identified by colours in Plates 1-4 are: (1) purple: earliest
Miocene to Late Eocene Tikorangi-McKee competent unit; (2) light green: late Eocene
McKee to intra-Magahewa incompetent unit detached above the intra-Mangahewa horizon;
(c) blue: late to mid Eocene intra-Mangahewa to base Mangahewa incompetent unit.
The depth converted SEG-Y have been supplied by Todd.

The main structural features of Interpretation 3 are discussed below.

2a. Geo-seismic section 2013_04
This section (Plate 1d) is 7.363 km long, and oriented WNW-ESE (113°). The original, depthconverted SEG-Y is shown in Plate 1a.
There are no wells that can be used to constrain the geometry of alternative Interpretation
3 in the hinge region and forelimb of the anticline in the hangingwall of the main McKee
overthrust (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1. Available wells close to geo-seismic section 2013_04. (Data provided by T. Brewster).

All geometric features included in Interpretations 1 and 2 are described in Report - Part I.
The major features that characterise Interpretation 3 are:
1. The lower dip angle (c. 40° E) of the ramp segment of the main McKee overthrust.
2. The presence of a splay fault (Sp1) of the main McKee overthrust that cuts upsection with a dip of c. 58° E. Several splays may be actually present, but the seismic
resolution does not allow their definition.
3. The closure of the hinge of the hangingwall anticline in the wedge bounded by the
main McKee overthrust and its splay Sp1.
4. The presence of three back-thrust faults (BT1, BT2 and BT3) that dip at an angle of c.
24° W and remain confined in the hangingwall panel (implying a progressive
decrease in their separation – perhaps by distributed cataclasis and/or ductile
mechanisms – within the low-competence McKee-Mangahewa unit.
5. A slight rotation to higher dip of the Tikorangi and McKee horizons in the immediate
footwall of the main McKee overthrust.
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2b. Geo-seismic section 2013_01
This section (Plate 2d) is 6.379 km long, and oriented WNW-ESE (117°). The original, depthconverted SEG-Y is shown in Plate 2a.
Constraints imposed by well McKee 12 are shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2. Constraints imposed by the McKee 12 for alternative Interpretation 3 of geo-seismic
section 2013_01. (Data provided by T. Brewster).

All geometric features included in Interpretations 1 and 2 are described in Report – Part I.
The major features that characterise Interpretation 3 are:
1. The lower dip angle (c. 39° E) of the ramp segment of the main McKee overthrust.
2. The presence of a splay fault (Sp1) of the main McKee overthust that cuts up-section
with a dip of c. 44° E. Several splays may be actually present, but the seismic
resolution does not allow their definition.
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3. The added Tikorangi and McKee horizons in the wedge bounded by the main McKee
overthrust and its splay Sp1, with closure of the anticline hinge in a steep forelimb.
4. The presence of four back-thrust faults (BT1, BT2, BT3 and BT4) that dip at an angle
of c. 18° W and remain confined in the hangingwall panel, with progressive decrease
in their separation – perhaps by distributed cataclasis and/or ductile mechanisms –
within the low-competence McKee-Mangahewa unit.
5. A slight rotation to higher dip in the Tikorangi and McKee horizon in the immediate
footwall of the main McKee overthrust, suggesting the presence of a steep to
overturned synclinal limb.

2c. Geo-seismic section McKee_3D_176
This section (Plate 3d) is 7.571 km long, and oriented WNW-ESE (125°). The original, depthconverted SEG-Y is shown in Plate 3a. Unfortunately, the seismic resolution is rather poor
and the proposed interpretation remains speculative.
The constraints imposed by the well Tuhua 08A are shown in Fig. 3.

.
Figure 3. Constraints imposed by the well Tuhua 08A for alternative Interpretation 3 of geo-seismic
section McKee_3D_176. (Data provided by T. Brewster).
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All geometric features included in Interpretations 1 and 2 are described in Report - Part I.
The major features that characterise Interpretation 3 are:
5. The lower dip angle (c. 34° E) of the ramp segment of the main McKee
overthrust.
6. The presence of a splay fault (Sp1) of the main McKee overthrust that cuts upsection with a dip of c. 47° E. Several splays may be actually present, but the
seismic resolution does not allow their definition.
7. The closure of the hinge of the hangingwall anticline in the wedge bounded by
the main McKee overthrust and its splay Sp1.
8. The presence of three back-thrust faults (BT1, BT2 and BT3) that dip at angles of
c. 21°-32° W and remain confined in the hangingwall panel, with progressive
decrease in their separation – perhaps by distributed cataclasis and/or ductile
mechanisms – within the low-competence McKee-Mangahewa unit. An
additional back-thrust fault with minor separation (BT4) affects the Tikorangi
horizon in the footwall.
9. A rather large difference in the length of the hangingwall and footwall cutoffs of
the Tikorangi-McKee unit along the main McKee overthrust. This geometry
cannot easily be changed.

3. Sequence and
Interpretation 3

timing

of

progressive

retro-deformation

of

alternative

The main difference of Interpretation 3 relative to Interpretation 1 is that the backthrust faults in the hangingwall of the main McKee overthrust do not cut across it,
though they have similar amounts of reverse separation.

The relative timing of formation of the back-thrusts in relation to the main McKee
overthrust is fundamental for the reconstruction proposed for alternative
Interpretation 3.
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By admitting the possibility of: (1) rotation of the early formed back-thrusts to dip
angles of c. 20⁰ ; (2) progressive decrease of separation of the back-thrusts (by
distributed cataclastic damage or by cleavage and pressure solution within the low
competence McKee-Mangahewa unit; and, (3) progressive up-section propagation of
the tip of the main McKee overthrust during accumulation of displacement within
the McKee-Tikorangi unit; the resulting evolution that is inferred from restoration is
consistent with the available models of propagation of forethrusts and back-thrusts
(see Fig. 13 and references in Report – Part I).

In this scenario, the back-thrusts are interpreted as having formed in the highly
strained region where the hangingwall panel was forced to pass above the flat-toramp bend of the main McKee overthrust. The back-thrusts accommodated a small
component of the shortening and internal rotation, but then they were passively
transported and rotated to lower dips within the hangingwall, as a consequence of
further accumulation of displacement along the main McKee overthrust. Thus,
accumulation of displacement on the ramp of the main McKee overthrust and
formation of a series of back-thrusts occurred synchronously during progressive
upward propagation of the leading thrust fault and its splay fault Sp1. Consequently,
the higher back-thrusts (BT3 and BT4) were the earliest to develop and the lowest
back-thrust BT1 the latest.

The kinematic evolution documented by backward restoration from the present-day
deformed state to the early Miocene undeformed state requires more restoration
steps than those needed for Interpretations 1 and 2. Restoration progressively
removes (by fault-parallel flow, see Report – Part I for all definitions) the reverse
separation along the main McKee overthrust and its splay fault Sp1, making it
possible to visualise the progressive translation of the hangingwall panel over the
flat-to-ramp bend and the transport of the back-thrust faults, back to their position
of formation above the flat-to-ramp bend (see Power Point Presentation 2). In the
backward restoration (from the youngest to the oldest stages) BT1 is the first
(youngest) back-thrust to be removed, followed by BT2, BT3 and (where present)
BT4 (oldest). The progressive number assigned to the back-thrusts is therefore not
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consistent with their timing of formation, but it has not been changed to allow an
easier comparison with Interpretations 1 and 2 (Plates 5-8, Digital Enclosure 1 and
Power Point Presentation 2).

The revised geometry of the hangingwall anticline above the lower dip ramp of the
McKee main overthrust also allows the reconstruction of a fault propagation fold
above the tip of the upward propagating main McKee overthrust. Mechanisms of
trishear deformation (see Report - Part I for their definition) may account for the
larger reverse separation of the McKee horizon relative to the Tikorangi horizon,
with consequent different length of the hangingwall and footwall cutoff of the
Tikorangi-McKee unit along the main McKee overthrust.

Thus, the proposed sequence of events differs substantially from Interpretations 1
and 2, and a one-to-one comparison of the restoration stages is not possible (see
Plates 5-8).

The restoration stages of Interpretation 3 (from the youngest to the oldest) are:

Stage R1 – Removal of tilting of the Pliocene sequence.

Stage R2 – Progressive removal of separation of the main McKee overthrust and its
splay Sp1 (sub-stages 2a-2d) by fault parallel flow and final removal of the remaining
separation along the main McKee overthrust by trishear for section McKee_3D_176
(sub-stage 2e).

Stage R3 – Removal of separation along the back-thrust faults BT1 to BT4, alternated
with further removal of the remaining separation along the main McKee overthrust
(sub-stages 3a-3d for section 2013_04, 3a-3e for sections 2013_01, and 3a-3b for
section McKee 3D_176). The sub-stage 3d for section 2013_01 removes separation
along the McKee overthrust by trishear. Restoration by trishear is not necessary for
section 2013_04, because the reverse separation of the Tikorangi and McKee
horizons is similar.
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Stage R4 – Reconstruction of the detachment fold formed above the flat segment of
the main McKee overthrust, and flattening of the horizons by flexural slip (sub-stages
4a and 4b for section 2013_04). Note that all horizons are flattened to a horizontal
datum (not coincident with their original depositional depth), but it is possible to
envisage an original paleogeographic slope to the east, eventually connected with
flexural bending of the footwall panel of the Taranaki Fault.

The absolute chronology of this sequence of events is not well constrained, but
propagation of the flat segment of the main McKee overthrust (Restoration stage
R4) must have occurred during deposition of the earliest Manganui Formation,
whereas progressive pulses of propagation of the main McKee overthrust and
associated back-thrusts (Restoration stages R3 and R2) occurred during the earlymiddle to Late (?) Miocene. Notably, sub-stages R2a-b for the geo-seismic section
2013_04 reconstruct the onlap geometry of intra Manganui marker beds above the
hangingwall anticline of the main McKee overthrust, and its back-thrusts. End of
movement along the main McKee overthrust is constrained by the unconformable
contact of marker M above the folded units. The youngest deformation event
recorded in the analysed sections is the Pliocene westward tilting (Restoration stage
R1), interpreted as a regional event associated with uplift at the eastern margin of
the Taranaki Basin.

4. Progressive Retro-Deformation of alternative Interpretation 3
Progressive retro-deformation of Interpretation 3 for the geo-seismic sections 2013_04,
2013_01, and McKee_3D_176 relative to Interpretations 1 and 2 is shown in the revised
Plates 5-8 accompanying this Report. The procedures and results can also be viewed in the
Digital Enclosure 1 (in *mve file format), that can be opened with the “Move Viewer”,
(http://www.mve.com).
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A description of the parameters and mechanisms used for each retro-deformation step is provided
in the Power Point Presentation 1, also reproduced as Appendix 1 at the end of this Report. For all
sections the progressive retro-deformation starts from the youngest structure and proceeds
backwards to reconstruct the geometry of beds prior to deformation. As already discussed in
Report - Part I, units are not back-stripped and beds have not been restored back to their
depositional depth. Once the offset of a given fault is restored, the fault trace is dashed, to show the
position of its propagation trajectory.

5. Major Results of Restoration Interpretation 3: implications for Validation and
Balancing
The major results of restoration of alternative Interpretation 3 for the geo-seismic sections
2013_04, 2013_01, and McKee_3D_176 are:
1. Restoration of alternative Interpretation 3 is possible, with only minor geometric
problems (that can be accounted for by sub-seismic deformation). However,
Interpretation 3 requires more stages of retro-deformation than Interpretations 1
and 2.

2. The lower dip angle of the main McKee overthrust ramp, and the consequent more
complete reconstruction of the core and forelimb of its hangingwall anticline
mitigate (but do not eliminate) the problem of the different hangingwall and
footwall cutoff length in the Tikorangi-McKee unit along the main McKee overthrust.
The revised geometry of Interpretation 3 makes it possible to reconstruct a fault
propagation fold associated with progressive up-dip propagation of the tip of the
main McKee overthrust during a Miocene sequence of reactivation pulses. Trishear
mechanisms are required to restore the geometry of this fault propagation fold in
order to account for the larger reverse separation of the McKee horizon relative to
the Tikorangi horizon. This difference is negligible for section 2013_04 (hence no
trishear restoration needed), more significant for section 2013_01, and much larger
for section McKee_3D_176. These differences may be real and imposed by alongstrike variations in shortening along the main McKee overthrust. However, it is
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worth reminding that the seismic resolution of section McKee 3D_176 is poor, and
many uncertainties exist in its interpretation.

3. As already inferred from Interpretations 1 and 2, and consistent with analogue and
numerical models (See Report – Part 1, Figs. 12, 13, 14 and quoted references
therein), the back-thrusts initiated in the region of highly-strained hangingwall panel
above the flat-to-ramp bend of the main McKee overthrust. Restoration of both
Interpretations 1 and 2 is consistent with an early stage development of the backthrusts (as zones of localised fracturing and minor displacement). A similar evolution
characterises Interpretation 3, but the difference is that forward and back-thrusting
did alternate alternating through the entire history of movement of the main McKee
overthrust. Once formed, the early back-thrusts were passively transported upsection away from the bend, and rotated to lower angles. At the same time new
back-thrust were formed in the portion of the hangingwall forced to rotate above
the flat-to-ramp bend. These movements must be accommodated by pervasive
cataclasis, especially at the down-dip termination of the back-thrusts, and above the
bend region of the main McKee overthrust. Note that repeated cataclasis within the
bend may destroy the initial sharp angle geometry of the flat-to-ramp bend,
resulting in the present-day circular-shaped geometry of the main McKee thrust fault
reconstructed from seismic data.

4. The major restoration problem of Interpretation 3 is created by the decrease in
reverse separation along the back-thrust faults from the Tikorangi-McKee unit to the
McKee-Mangahewa unit. In Interpretation 3 the back-thrusts do not offset the main
McKee overthrust, and thus shortening imposed by the back-thrusts must be entirely
accommodated within the hangingwall panel. Restoration is generally possible
because reverse separation on the back-thrusts is <200 m, with the exception of the
reverse separation of c. 366 m for BT1 in section McKee_3D_176. The internal
deformation consequent on the decrease in down-dip displacement along the backthrust has been counter-balanced by adding a small component of shear (c. 10⁰
rotation) to the fault-parallel flow during restoration. Note however, that restoration
is facilitated by the fact that the back-thrusts with the larger reverse separation are
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restored once they have moved back close to the bend region of the main McKee
overthrust. In this restored position the tip of the main McKee overthrust is below
the McKee horizon. Thus, there is no forward thrusting affecting the TikorangiMcKee unit when the back-thrusts are restored, and – consequently – space
accommodation is not a problem. This is especially true for section McKee 3D_176
where restoration of the back-thrust is only possible if all separation along the main
McKee overthrust is removed first. This is the reason of the slight difference in substages R2 and R3 for section McKee3D_176 relative to sections 2013_04 and
2013_01.

5. As suggested in Report – Part I (Fig. 11 and references therein) the lack of evidence
in the seismic data for steeply-dipping beds of the forelimb of the hangingwall
anticline may be caused by intense cataclasis associated with multiple, sub-parallel
strands and splays of the main McKee overthrust. This geometry appears to be
consistent with the available wells, though data are scarce. In Interpretation 3 only
one splay fault of the main McKee overthrust is considered, in order to keep the
model simple. Introduction of more splays is possible, but would not substantially
alter the final results.
6. As already established by restoration of Interpretations 1 and 2, removal of all
separation along the main McKee overthrust leaves some component of folding in
the restored beds. This geometry is interpreted as resulting from detachment folding
above the propagating flat of the incipient McKee overthrust within the lowcompetence Mangahewa unit.

7. Restoration of Interpretation 3 provides a different (but still regionally valid)
sequence of deformation episodes, with (from the youngest to the oldest phase
preserved in the sections): (i) Pliocene westward tilting (by rigid rotation) associated
with regional uplift (Restoration stage R1); (ii) early to mid-late (?) Miocene upsection propagation of the tip of the McKee main overthrust ramp, alternating with
internal deformation of the hangingwall panel by folding and back-thrusting
(Restoration stages R2 and R3). These stages are synchronous with onlap of the
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lower Manganui beds above the growing structure; (iii) limited shortening
accomplished by early Miocene detachment folds above the-Mangahewa unit,
associated with propagation of the flat segment of the main McKee overthrust
(Restoration stage R4).

(8) The results of restoration, in terms of vertical separation of the McKee main
overthrust, linear balancing of the restored Tikorangi and McKee horizons, and
percentual shortening imposed by thrusting and folding are shown in the revised
Plate 9, that compares the alternative Interpretations 1, 2 and 3.

As already

emphasised, balancing and shortening are of local significance, and provide minimal
estimates.

Overall, the final balance of the Tikorangi and McKee horizons for

Interpretation 3 is acceptable, but - in contrast with Interpretations 1 and 2 - the
Tikorangi horizon is longer than the McKee horizon. This difference results from the
closure of the hangingwall anticline above the revised low-angle dip ramp of the
main McKee overthrust, with the outer arc (Tikorangi horizon) longer than the inner
arc (McKee horizon). This difference is not counterbalanced by the limited residual
folding of the McKee horizon after removal of folding in the Tikorangi horizon.
Vertical separation of the McKee main overthrust in Interpretation 3 is slightly less
than in Interpretations 1 and 2, given that the main McKee overthrust has a lower
elevation above the footwall. In contrast, horizontal separation (i.e. overlap of the
hangingwall over the footwall) is larger than in Interpretations 1 and 2. Shortening is
23.6% for section 2013_4; 32.2% for section 2013_01 and 28.2% for section McKee
3D_176.

8. Conclusions
The 2D restorations described in this Report assess the feasibility of a third interpretation
for the structural setting and time evolution of the geo-seismic sections 2013_04, 2013_01
and McKee 3D_176. This third scenario is alternative to Interpretations 1 and 2 (analysed in
Report – Part I), and provides a number of solutions to issues highlighted by the previous
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restorations. The aim is to construct the best geometrically and kinematically admissible
structural interpretation that honours all available constraints from wells and seismic data,
and is in agreement with the known mechanisms of evolution and progressive deformation
in fold-and-thrust belt.
The structural characteristics of Interpretation 3 are: (i) the moderate to low dip of the ramp
of the main McKee overthrust; (ii) the presence of at least an additional splay fault of the
main McKee overthrust, ramping at a higher dip angle; (iii) the more complete closure of the
hangingwall anticline, with a steep forward limb that eventually connects with the steep
(and possibly overturned) limb of the syncline in the immediate footwall of the overthrust;
(iv) a set of back-thrusts with maximum reverse separation in the range 200 - 366 m,
confined within the hanginwall panel of the main McKee overthrust; (v) the inferred larger
amounts of cataclastic deformation in the bend region of the main McKee overthrust, at the
down dip termination of the back-thrusts, and within a thick fault zone of sub-parallel fault
strands in the ramp of the main McKee overthrust.
All these features are permissible at the light of existing data and mitigate the problem of
the different length of the hangingwall and footwall cutoff length of the Tikorangi-McKee
unit along the main McKee overthrust. They also allow the reconstruction of a fault
propagation fold ahead of the upward propagating tip of the main forethrust.
As already pointed out in Report – Part I, 2D restorations alone cannot remove some of the
uncertainties that result from the poor resolution of the seismic data (especially for section
McKee_3D_176), the relative paucity of well constraints in the forelimb region of the
hangingwall anticline of the main McKee overthrust, and the loose chronological ties for the
formation of structures. All alternative Interpretations are restorable (though a number of
revisions are necessary for successful restoration of Interpretations 1 and 2), and each
Interpretation has its own merits and uncertainties.
Interpretation 1 is geometrically admissible for sections 2013_04, 2013_01, McKee 3D_176,
and requires some revisions for section McKee_42. Restoration is successful, it involves a
limited number of retro-deformation stages, the Tikorangi and McKee horizons can be
locally balanced, and the shortening is consistent with what expected for outer regions of
thrust belts (c. 20 to 30%). However, the main structural feature of Interpretation 1 is the
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truncation of the main McKee overthrust by the back-thrusts. As discussed in Report – Part I
this setting is uncommon, and not reproduced by analogue and numerical models in regions
of moderate shortening (as is the case of the external Tarata thrust belt). The late
reactivation of the back-thrusts necessary for the truncation of the main McKee overthrust
would require late Miocene episodes of shortening, which should be expressed by folding of
the Manganui sequence, significant amounts of reverse separation along the back-thrusts,
and – possibly – the rooting of the back-thrusts into a detachment horizon different fromthe intra-Mangahewa detachment of the main McKee overthrust. None of these features is
observed. However, it is important to note that the scenario of Interpretation 1 could be
considered possible if at some stage of its evolution the main McKee overthrust became
unfavourably oriented for reactivation and mechanically locked (e.g. because of higher
frictional resistance consequent on the steep dip of the ramp, cementation of fault gouge by
circulating fluid and/or lithological variations within the sedimentary units crossed by the
fault) and the remaining limited shortening imposed by the stress field was not
accommodated by another more external thrust, but rather by late reactivation of the backthrusts.
Interpretation 2 is the simplest, because almost all shortening is accommodated along the
main McKee overthrust, and the back-thrust – if present - have minor components of
reverse separation. Restoration is successful and can be performed in few stages, and only
requires a more robust revision of the geometry of section 2013_01 (see Report – Part I).
However, this interpretation fails to honour some of the well constraints on horizon
repetition (see e.g. section McKee 3D_176), and it appears to oversimplify the seismic data.
Interpretation 3 is the more complex in terms of kinematic evolution, and number of
restoration stages. The proposed interpretation requires both mechanisms of parallel flow
and trishear along the main McKee overthrust, and accumulation of displacement is
modelled by progressive up-dip propagation of the tip of the main McKee overthrust in a
series of pulses throughout the Miocene. Restoration of Interpretation 3 is successful, and
balancing is acceptable, but the amount of shortening is larger relative to Interpretations 1
and 2 (still of the order of c. 30%, which is what expected for external zones of thrust belts).
The sequence of events postulated for Interpretation 3 is reproduced by analogue and
numerical models for similar structural setting, and is consistent with the small reverse
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separation of the back-thrusts and their low angle of dip. The proposed reconstruction
appears to reasonably honour the seismic data for sections 2013_04 and 2013_01, but there
are more uncertainties for section McKee_3D_176, which can be attributed to the poor
resolution of seismic data.

In terms of chronology of deformation all three interpretations fit the regional setting.
Interpretation 3 shares some chronological similarities with Interpretations 1 and 2, but it
envisages a discontinuous evolution of pulses of motion along the main McKee overthrust.
In the reconstructed sequence of events the initial (early Miocene) detachment folding
(similar to Interpretations 1 and 2) was followed by growth of a fault propagation fold. This
structure was progressively deformed (during the early to mid-late? Miocene) by accrued
displacement consequent on propagation of the tip of the main McKee overthrust,
synchronous with formation of a number of back-thrusts in the bend region. Once formed,
the back-thrusts were not reactivated (as in Interpretation 1), but passively rotated and
transported in the hangingwall panel. This means that the higher back-thrusts are the oldest
and the lower back-thrusts the youngest.

The deformation mechanisms, geometries, and sequence of deformation that will be
selected as the most realistic for the McKee structure in the Kewa Prospect will obviously
carry different implications for the analysis of the hydrocarbon system, the integrity of
structural traps, and the preservation of seals.
The results of this study can be used as input for the geometric reconstruction and
validation of the structures in 3D, with assessment of along-strike variations in displacement
and strain along the major faults.

January 31, 2014
Francesca C. Ghisetti
129 Takamatua Bay Road
7581 Akaroa
http://www.terrageologica.com
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APPENDIX 1

Progressive restorations of the geo-deismic sections 2013_04,
2013_01 and MC_Kee_3D_176 for Interpretation 3

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_04

In Interpretation 3 the main McKee overthrust
ramps up-section at a lower angle (c. 40°) than in
Interpretations 1 and 2, but is has splay (Sp1)
dipping at a higher angle of c. 58°. The back-thrusts
(BT1, BT2, BT3) are confined to the hangingwall
panel of the main McKee overthrust. The position of
the horizons in the footwall has not been modified, ,
with the exception of steep to overturned beds in
the immediate footwall of the main McKee
overthrust.

Present

Sp1
Main McKee overthrust
BT3

BT2

The present low-angle dip (c. 24°) of the backthrusts suggests that they have been rotated during
translation of the hangingwall panel from the flat to
the ramp.

BT1

Main McKee overthrust

V:H = 1 in all slides

The back-thrusts are interpreted as having formed
in the high strain region of hangingwall rotation
from the flat to the ramp during progressive
movement on the main McKee overthrust. Thus,
BT3 is the earliest back-thrusts, and BT2 and BT1 are
progressively younger (i.e. in the backward
restoration BT1 is removed first, followed by BT2
and BT3). Their number has not been changed for
consistency with Interpretations 1 and 2.
Note that for these reasons the number, sequence
and timing of restoration stages differ from those
established for Interpretations 1 and 2.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_04

Restoration Stage R1

M

Remove tilting in the Miocene-Pliocene sequence by rotation of c. 3.6° of marker M to the horizontal.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_04

Restoration Stage R2a

Elongation

Main McKee overthrust

Sp1

BT3

BT2

In Stage R2 the main
McKee overthrust and its
splay Sp1 are progressively
restored by partial removal
of their finite separation.

BT1

The partial removal allows
to reconstruct the
progressive migration of
the hangingwall panel
above the flat-ramp
curvature, and thus to
reconstruct the position of
the back-thrusts BT1, BT2
and BT3.

Remove 30% (c. 562 m) of the main McKee overthrust separation (c. 1873 m) by fault parallel
flow.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_04

Restoration Stage R2b

Elongation

Main McKee overthrust

Sp1
BT2

BT1

BT3

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove 50% (c. 656 m) of the remaining separation (c. 1311 m) of the main McKee overthrust
by fault parallel flow.
Note that the back-thrust BT1 is transported back towards the flat. Note also the deformation of
the lower Miocene units above the back-thrusts BT1 and BT2, suggesting that this component of
deformation was occurring during sedimentation of the lower Miocene sequence.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_04

Restoration Stage R2c

Elongation

Main McKee overthrust

Sp1
BT2

BT1

BT3

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove separation (c. 202 m) of the fault splay Sp1 by fault parallel flow.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_04

Restoration Stage R2d

Elongation

BT2

Main McKee overthrust

BT1

BT3

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove 50% (c. 328 m) of the remaining separation (c. 656 m) of the main McKee overthrust by
fault parallel flow.
Note that the back-thrust BT1 is now located at the flat-to-ramp bend. This is the position where
it is expected to have formed, after formation and passive transport of the older back-thrusts BT2
and BT3.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_04

Restoration Stage R3a
Restoration stage 3
removes the back-thrusts
from the youngest (BT1) to
the oldest (BT3), as they
are progressively
transported back to the
flat-to-ramp bend by
reversing the movement of
the main McKee
overthrust.

Elongation

Main McKee overthrust

BT2

BT1

BT3

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove separation of the McKee horizon (c. 115 m) along the back-thrust BT1 by fault parallel
flow. Note that this leaves a separation of c. 106 m on the Tikorangi horizon. This can derive
from an erroneous location of the horizon in the original interpretation or it can be explained by
progressive up-section propagation of BT1 from initial nucleation below the McKee horizon.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_04

Restoration Stage R3b

Elongation

BT2

Main McKee overthrust

BT1

BT3

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove 70% (c. 235 m) of the remaining separation (c. 336 m) of the main McKee overthrust by fault parallel
flow. Note the geometry of fault propagation folding in the McKee and Tikorangi horizons in the hangingwall
of the McKee overthrust.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_04

Restoration Stage R3c

Elongation

BT2

Main McKee overthrust

BT1

BT3

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove all separation (c. 142 m)of BT2 by fault parallel flow with a shear component of 10° to adjust
internal deformation.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_04

Restoration Stage R3d

Elongation

BT1
BT3
tip

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove all remaining separation (c. 70 m) of the main McKee overthrust by fault parallel flow, leaving the
geometry of a fault propagation fold above the fault tip. Remove the small separation along BT3 by fault
parallel flow. BT1 is still present with limited separation.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_04

Restoration Stage R4a
Restoration stage 4
reconstructs the
geometry of the
detachment fold
associated with
propagation of the flat
segment of the main
McKee overthrust and its
initial propagation with
ramp geometry.

Elongation

BT1

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove remaining separation (c. 88 m) on Tikorangi horizon along the back-thrust BT1.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_04

Restoration Stage R4b

Elongation

Future trace of the
Main McKee
overthrust

Folding removed by flexural slip, with reconstruction of the original thickness variation
within the McKee-Tikorangi unit. Note the satisfactory reconstruction. Note also that units
are not restored back to their original depositional depth because restoration has not
included back-stripping.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_01
Present

Main McKee overthrust

Sp1

BT4
BT3
BT2
BT1

In Interpretation 3 the main McKee overthrust ramps upsection
at a lower angle (c. 39°) than in Interpretations 1 and 2, but it
also has a splay (Sp1) ramping at a higher dip angle of c. 44°. This
geometry makes it possible to infer the presence of a more
complete hinge in the hangingwall fold of the main McKee
overthrust (though cross-cutted by Sp1). Consequently there is
larger shortening of the hangingwall over the footwall. The backthrusts (BT1, BT2, BT3, BT4) are confined to the hangingwall
panel of the main McKee overthrust. The position of the horizons
in the footwall has not been modified, with the exception of
steep to overturned beds in the immediate footwall of the main
McKee overthrust.
.
The present low-angle dip (c. 18°) of the back-thrusts suggests
that they have been rotated during progressive translation of the
hangingwall panel from the flat to the ramp.
The back-thrusts are interpreted as having formed in the high
strain region of hangingwall rotation from the flat to the ramp
Main McKee
overthrust during progressive accumulation of separation on the main
McKee overthrust. As a consequence BT4 is the earliest backthrusts, and BT3, BT2 and BT1 are progressively younger (BT1 is
removed first in the backward restoration, followed by BT2, BT3
and BT4). Their number has not been changed for consistency
with Interpretations 1 and 2.

V:H = 1 in all slides

Note that for these reasons the number, sequence and timing of
restoration stages differ from those established for
Interpretations 1 and 2.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_01

Restoration Stage R1

M

Sp1
BT4
BT3
BT2
BT1

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove tilting in the Miocene-Pliocene sequence by rotation of c. 4.3° of marker M to the horizontal.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_01

Restoration Stage R2a

In Stage R2 the main
McKee overthrust and its
splay Sp1 are progressively
restored by partial removal
of their finite separation.

Elongation

Main McKee overthrust
Sp1
BT4
BT3
BT2
BT1

Main McKee
overthrust

The partial removal allows
to reconstruct the
progressive migration of
the hangingwall panel
above the flat-to-ramp
bend, and thus to
reconstruct the position of
the back-thrusts BT1, BT2,
BT3 and BT4.

Remove 30% (c. 761 m) of the main McKee overthrust separation (c. 2536 m) by fault parallel
flow.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_01

Restoration Stage R2b

Elongation

Sp1
Main McKee overthrust

BT4
BT3
BT2
BT1

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove 50% (887.5 m) of the remaining separation (c. 1775 m) of the main McKee overthrust by
fault parallel flow.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_01

Restoration Stage R2c

Elongation

Main McKee overthrust
Sp1

BT4

BT3
BT2
BT1

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove separation (c. 119 m) of the fault splay Sp1 by fault parallel flow.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_01

Restoration Stage R2d

Elongation

Main McKee overthrust
BT4
BT3
BT2
BT1

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove 50% (c. 444 m) of the remaining separation (c. 887 m) of the main McKee overthrust by
fault parallel flow.
Note that the back-thrust BT2 is now located close the flat-to-ramp bend. BT1 is a minor
structure.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_01

Restoration Stage R3a
Restoration stage 3
removes the back-thrusts
from the youngest (BT1) to
the oldest (BT4), as they
are progressively
transported back to the
flat-to-ramp bend by
reversing the movement of
the main McKee
overthrust.

Elongation

Main McKee overthrust
BT4
BT3
BT2
BT1

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove separation along back-thrusts BT1 (c. 30 m) and BT2 (c. 63 m) by fault parallel flow with
angular shear 5° to adjust geometric problems. Note that the restoration of the McKee horizon
along BT2 is not perfect and possibly requires some minor revision in the original interpretation.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_01

Restoration Stage R3b

Elongation

Main McKee overthrust

BT4

BT3

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove 70% (c. 310 m) of the remaining separation (c. 443 m) of the main McKee overthrust by fault
parallel flow. Note that the initial different length of the hangingwall and footwall cutoff within the
Tikorangi-McKee unit results in a separation of the McKee horizon larger than that of the Tikorangi horizon.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_01

Restoration Stage R3c

Elongation

BT4

Main McKee overthrust

BT3
tip

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove 80% (c. 106 m) of the remaining separation (c. 133 m) along the main McKee overthrust. The
reconstructed geometry is compatible with mechanisms of trishear folding above the tip of the main
McKee overthrust progressively propagating up-section.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_01

Restoration Stage R3d

Elongation

BT4

Main McKee overthrust

BT3
tip

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove all remaining separation (c. 150 m) on the McKee horizon along the main McKee overthrust
using mechanisms of trishear, with trishear angle of 60° and propagation/slip ratio of 3.5. The resulting
restoration depicts a forelimb fold in the McKee horizon.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_01

Restoration Stage R3e

Elongation

BT4

Main McKee overthrust

BT3

tip

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove separation of the back-thrust BT3 (c. 214 m) by fault parallel flow with angular shear 10° to adjust
problems of internal deformation. BT4 is a minor fault with separation < 200 m in the Tikorangi horizon and is
removed at this stage too.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION 2013_04

Restoration Stage R4

Restoration stage 4
removes the detachment
fold associated with
propagation of the flat
segment of the main
McKee overthrust using
mechanisms of flexural
slip.

Elongation

Main McKee
overthrust

Restoration is satisfactory, but not perfect with undulations remaining in the McKee horizon. This problem results
from the different hangingwall and cutoff length along the main McKee overthrust in the original interpretation.
Note that the horizons are not translated back to their original depositional depth because no back-stripping and
decompaction have been used during restoration.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION MCKEE_3D_176

In Interpretation 3 the main McKee overthrust
ramps upsection at an angle of c. 34°, lower than in
Interpretations 1 and 2. There is an additional splay
(Sp1) dipping at an angle of c. 47°. This geometry
makes it possible to infer a more complete hinge
zone in the hangingwall fold of the main McKee
overthrust (though cross-cutted by Sp1). The backthrusts (BT1, BT2 and BT3) are confined to the
hangingwall panel of the main McKee overthrust.
BT4 is a minor fault in the footwall. There is a large
difference in the length of the hangingwall and
footwall cutoffs in the Tikorangi-McKee unit along
the main McKee overthrust.

Present

Sp1

BT3
BT2

Main McKee overthrust

BT1

BT4
Tikorangi

McKee
Main McKee overthrust

Base Mangahewa

V:H = 1 in all slides
The resolution of the seismic data for this section is very poor. Many
horizons appear to cut across reflections in the fault hangingwall.
Uncertainties of proposed interpretation are large.

BT1 has a low-angle dip of c. 21°, but BT2 and BT3
dip at angles of c. 32°.
The back-thrusts are interpreted as having formed
in the high strain region of hangingwall rotation
from the flat to the ramp. Thus, BT3 is the oldest
back-thrusts, and BT2and BT1 are progressively
younger (Thus BT1 is removed first in the backward
restoration, followed by BT2 and BT3). Their number
has not been changed for consistency with
Interpretations 1 and 2.
Note that for these reasons the number, sequence
and timing of restoration stages differ from those
established for Interpretations 1 and 2.

GEO-SEISMIC SECTION MCKEE_3D_176

Restoration Stage R1

M

Sp1

BT3

Main McKee overthrust

BT2
BT1

BT4

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove tilting in the Miocene-Pliocene sequence by rotation of c. 3.7° of marker M to the horizontal.
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Restoration Stage R2a

Elongation

Sp1
BT3

Main McKee overthrust

BT4

BT2

In Stage R2 the main
McKee overthrust and its
splay Sp1 are progressively
restored by partial removal
of their finite separation.

BT1

The partial removal allows
to reconstruct the
progressive migration of
the hangingwall panel
above the flat-to-ramp
bend, and thus to
reconstruct the position of
the back-thrusts BT1, BT2,
and BT3.

Remove 30% (c. 540 m) of the main McKee overthrust separation (c. 1802 m) by fault parallel
flow.
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Restoration Stage R2b

Elongation

Main McKee overthrust
BT4

Sp1

BT3

BT2

BT1

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove 50% (c. 631 m) of the remaining separation (c. 1262 m) of the main McKee overthrust
by fault parallel flow.
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Restoration Stage R2c

Elongation

Main McKee overthrust

Sp1
BT3
BT4

BT2
BT1

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove separation (c. 64 m) of the fault splay Sp1 by fault parallel flow.
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Restoration Stage R2d

Elongation

BT4

BT3

BT2

BT1

Main McKee overthrust

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove all remaining separation (c. 631 m) on the Tikorangi horizon along the main McKee overthrust by
fault parallel flow. This leaves a rather large separation of c. 435 m in the McKee horizon. This discrepancy
results from the different length of the hangingwall and footwall cutoff of the Tikorangi-McKee unit along
the main overthrust in the Present-day interpretation. Progressive tip propagation of the main McKee
overthrust across the McKee-Tikorangi unit may explain the resulting difference in separation.
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Restoration Stage R2e

Elongation

BT4
Main McKee overthrust

BT3

BT2

BT1

tip

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove all separation of the main McKee overthrust (c. 435 m) using mechanisms of trishear, with
trishear angle of 110° and propagation/slip ratio of 2. This restoration translates back the back-thrust BT1
close to its position of inferred formation.
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Restoration Stage R3a
Restoration stage 3
removes the back-thrusts
from the youngest (BT1) to
the oldest (BT3), as they
are progressively
transported back to the
flat-to-ramp bend by
reversal of movement of
the main McKee
overthrust.

Elongation

BT3

BT1
BT2

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove separation (c. 366 m) along back-thrust BT1 by fault parallel flow.
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Restoration Stage R3b

Elongation

BT3

BT2

Main McKee
overthrust

Remove separation along back-thrusts BT2 (c. 117 m) and BT3 (c. 36 m) by fault parallel flow.
This leaves the geometry of a detachment fault above the flat of the main McKee overthrust.
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Restoration Stage R4

Elongation

Restoration stage 4
removes the detachment
fold associated with
propagation of the flat
segment of the main
McKee overthrust using
mechanisms of flexural
slip.

Main McKee overthrust

Restoration is satisfactory and reconstructs the thickening to the east of the Tikorangi-McKee unit.
Note that the horizons are not translated back to their original depositional depth because no back-stripping and
decompaction have been used during restoration.

